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Demineralization of water by means of synthetic ion exchange 
resins is a widely used industrial process (15). The process gained 
acceptance in the late nineteen forties and early nineteen fifties as 
resin manufacturers were able to produce ion exchange resins having 
high capacity and stability characteristics (1). Demineralization of 
water involves the removal of objectionable dissolved solids such as 
silica and salts of calcium, magnesium, and sodium by hydrogen or 
hydroxide exchange. Cation resins exchange hydrogen ions for calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, and other cations. Anion resins exchange hydroxide 
ions for sulfates, chlorides, and other anions as well as carbon 
dioxide and silica. These ion exchange processes are reversible. 
Exhausted resin exchange capacity is restored by regeneration. Re-
generation is accomplished by an acid solution for cation resins or 
an alkali solution for anion resins. Systems employing a series of 
vessels containing fixed beds of either a single resin type or a 
mixture of cation and anion resins are the most common method of 
accomplishing demineralization. Water is demineralized until the 
exchange capacity of one or more of the beds is exhausted. The ex-
hausted bed is removed from service, regenerated, and returned to 
service. Other systems using continuous regeneraton, moving beds, 
or stirred tanks are also utilized. 
1 
The design of fixed bed ion exchange demineralization systems for 
industrial use is not, in practice, a precise science. The complex 
behavior of the ion exchange resins, the variations in operating 
2 
conditions from site to site, and the variety of design options avail-
able to the design engineer make comprehensive evaluation and rigorous 
design development impractical. To simplifv' the design process, resin 
manufacturers have provided tables and charts which allow the designer 
to estimate resin behavior in his specific application. The use of 
these charts bypasses determination of behavior by a more rigorous ap-
proach based upon chemical equilibr~a and kinetic theory. Applebaum (1) 
has documented the general approach taken in design of industrial demin-
eralization systems. Although this approach greatly simplifies de-
sign, complete evaluation of the design options is not always possible 
because of the time consuming nature of the computations. 
Ideally, the design of ion exchange demineralization systems 
should be based upon chemical equilibria and kinetic theory and the 
optimum choice of design options. If this is to be accomplished in a 
practical manner, computer calculation of the system performance is 
required. Modeling of the resin equilibria and kinetic behavior has 
been accomplished by a number of investigators (2, 13, 24, 28). How-
ever, computer modeling of ion exchange demineralization systems com-
patible with industrial practice has not been effectively accomplished. 
The purpose of this study was to develop a computer program 
patterned after industrial practice for ion exchange demineralizer 
design. This program is designed to facilitate the evaluation of the 
various options available to the system designer. The scope of this 
work was to develop a computer program which will simulate system 
performance given the design conditions. The program will form a 
basis for further work to incorporate the theoretical models of chemi-
cal equilibria and behavior. 
The program is limited to considering systems having up to nine 
vessels in series (including forced draft or vacuum degasifiers) and 
nine vessels in parallel. Resin selection is limited to the strong 
acid cation resin Dowex HCR-S, the strong base anion resin Dowex 
SBR-P, and the weak base resin Dowex WGR-2. Fixed beds of only a 
single resin type are considered. Only sulfuric acid and sodium 
hydroxide are considered as regenerant chemicals and only downflow 
regeneration are considered. Future work will allow the incorporation 
of other resin types, consideration of mixed beds of cation and anion 
resins, other regenerant chemicals, and upflow regeneration. However, 
the program in its initial form will facilitate evaluation of a large 




General Process Description 
Ion Exchange Process 
The histor~ of the development of ion exchange as an industrial 
process is discussed by a number of authors, including Kunin (18) and 
Applebaum (1). The. terms "demineralization" and 11 deionization 11 have 
come into common useage to distinguish the removal of dissolved solids 
from water by means of ion exchange from the removal by means of 
distillation or evaporation (23). 
The process of cation exchange may be illustrated by the follow-
ing reactions (25): 
+a Ca + 2RH ::;:::==:::::::: R 2. Ca + 2 H + 
MG+2 + 2RH ::;=:===:R2Mg + 2H;. 
Na;. + RH ::::::;:::===::~ RNa + H-t 
where R refers to an exchange site on a resin particle. These reac-
tions are reversible, and the exhausted cation exchange resin is con-
verted back to the hydrogen form by means of acids such as sulfuric or 
hydrochloric acid. The cation exchange process also neutralizes any 
4 
alkalinity present in the water, converting hydroxide into water and 
carbonate and bicarbonate into carbon dioxide. 
Similarly, the anion exchange process may be described by the 
following reactions (25): 
-2 so4 + 2ROH R2so4 + 20H 
Cl- + ROH RCl + OH-
NOj + ROH RN03 + OH 
HSiOj + ROH RHSi03 + OH 
HCOj + ROH RHC0 3 + OH 
where R refers to an exchange site on a resin particle. The exhausted 
resin may be conver.te·d·back to hydroxide form by means of an alkali 
such as sodium hydroxide. 
The conversion of exhausted resin back to hydrogen or hydroxide 
forms is called "regeneration," and the general steps to regenerate 
exhausted resin capacity are as follows. The resin bed is first 
backwashed to remove debris and broken resin beads or fines. The 
regenerant chemical is applied to the resin in sufficient quantity and 
contact time to achieve the desired resin operating performance. The 
regenerant is displaced from the resin by water. This step is termed 
the "displacement" or "slow rinse. 11 This takes place at the same flow 
rate as the regenerant was applied. The resin is then rinsed at the 
service flow rate until acceptable water purity is obtained. This 
step is termed the 11 final 11 or 11 fast rinse. 11 Following this step, the 
bed is placed back in service. 
5 
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Ion Exchange Resin ~ 
The ion exchange resins most commonly employed in demineraliza-
tion consist of beads of polystyrene of varying degrees of crosslink-
age. Crosslinking is controlled by the amount of divinyl/benzene added 
to the polymer. Depending upon the type of resin, ionic groups are 
substituted on the resulting polymer matrix to form the active sites 
for ion exchange to take place. The functionality of the substituted 
ionic group determines the resin type. The capacity and kinetics of 
the resin are contra 11 ed by the bead size, degree of cross 1 i nkage, and 
the number of exchange sites. For some applications, acrylic polymer 
resins are being utilized, particularly where organic removal is 
required. 
In general, there are four basic resin types: strong acid cation 
resins having a sulfonic acid functionality, weak acid cation resins 
having a carboxylic acid functionality, strong base anion resins 
having a quaternary amine functionality, and weak base anion resins 
having generally a mixture of primary, secondary, and tertiary amine 
functionalities (3, 17). There are other types of resins and func-
tional groups; however, the four described are the most common. 
Lists of available resins from domestic and foreign manufacturers 
can be found in a variety of sources (1, 16, 17, 18). Product descrip-
tions and performance information for specific resins are available 
from the resin manufacturer. In this study, weak acid resins will not 
be considered, as they have very limited use in water treatment (3). 
In general, the resins of a given type exhibit relatively the same per-
formance characteristics regardless of the manufacturer. Therefore, 
in this study, the resins of one manufacturer will be used to repre-
sent the three relevant resin types. The strong acid cation resin 
will be Dowex HCR-S. The strong base anion resin will be Dowex SBR-P. 
The weak base anion resin will be Dowex WGR-2. These resins are 
manufactured by the Dow Chemical Company. 
System Configurations 
There are a variety of ways to configure a demineralization 
system. Marks (20) identifies 10 major system configurations. These 
10 configurations do not represent all of the current designs uti-
lized. The simplest demineralization systems consist of a single 
mixed bed exchanger vesse 1 or a cation exchanger vesse 1 fo 11 owed by 
an anion exchanger vessel. The more complex configurations may use 
as many as six vessels in series, three pairs of cation and anion 
exchange vessels, and also include either a forced draft or vacuum 
degasifier (29). In addition, vessel size considerations may dictate 
the use of parallel vessels. No single arrangement of cation and 
anion vessels can be used universally. 
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Two typical demineralizer configurations are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. In Figure 1, the system has a primary anion exchanger using 
strong base type resin, following a degasifier. This design is appro-
priate for a raw water having a relatively low percentage of strong 
base or mineral ions (i.e., sulfates, chlorides, and nitrates) com-
pared to weak base ions (i.e., alkalinity, carbon dioxide, and silica). 
The degasifier reduces the carbon dioxide load to the strong base 
exchange resin allowing the use of a smaller vessel, less resin, and 
less regenerant chemical consumption. In Figure 2, the primary anion 
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exchanger uses a weak base type resin. This design is most effective 
for a raw water containing a relatively high percentage of strong base 
ions. As carbon dioxide is not removed by the weak base resins being 
displaced from the exchange sites by the strong base ions, the degasi-
fier may be located downstream. This location of the degasifier is 
preferred for corro~ion considerations. In both systems, polishing 
cation and anion vessels are provided to reduce ion leakage to the 
purity levels required by the application. This comparison illus-
trates the considerations required to determine the optimum vessel 
configuration for a given application and the need for the numerous 
variations of system designs which are employed. 
Resin Properties and Behavior 
General Resin Behavior 
Resin behavior is influenced by a great number of variables. The 
significant behavior characteristics for demineralization are the 
resin operating capacity, meaning the relative number of sites avail-
able for ion exchange, and the resin ion leakage, meaning the amount 
of impurities passing through or released by the resin. As mentioned 
previously, the resin particle size, crosslinkage, and ultimate capa-
city influence the operating capacity and leakage. Other factors 
which are significant include: operating characteristics such as 
system flow rate and dissolved solids composition, and regeneration 
characteristics such as the amount and flow rate of regenerant, and 
the method of regenerant application. Operating and regeneration 
temperature may also affect performance. 
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In order to minimize the number of variables which the system 
designer must optimize, the resin manufacturer has established spe-
cific operating conditions or ranges. This also insures the validity 
of the manufacturer's performance data for a given resin. Examples of 
manufacturer specified parameters include minimum and maximum system 
and regeneration flow rates, rinse rates and volumes, and rsgenerant 
application times. 
Strong Acid Cation Resin 
To illustrate strong acid cation resin behavior, Oowex HCR-S was 
selected. A summary of the physical and chemical properties of the 
resin is given in Table I. Table II provides a summary of the sug-
gested operating conditions. A sunmary of capacity and leakage per-
formance is provided in Table III. A more complete tabulation of 
capacity and leakage data is included as part of Appendix A. The 
order of selectivity for Oowex HCR-S is as follows: calcium, magne-
sium, potassium, sodium, and hydrogen in order of highest preference 
to lowest (6). When operating in the hydrogen cycle, sodium will be 
the first cation to be eluted._ The service cycle is then normally 
terminated at or before sodium breakthrough. 
Given the suggested operating conditions, the variation in capa-
city and leakage is negligible over the range of normal operating 
temperatures, 32 to 95°F (27). The capacities will vary with magne-
sium concentration, and should be corrected accordingly. A magnes-
ium correction correlation developed from the data of Dow (4) is as 
TABLE I 
SOME PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
OF DOWEX HCR-S (5) 
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+ Na Form H+ Form 
Water retention capacity 
Density, lbs/cu ft 
Minimum total capacity 
(Kgr CaC03/cu ft) 
Original sphericity 
























RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR 
DOWEX HCR-S (5, 10) 
Operating Conditions for Hydrogen Cycle 
Minimum bed depth 
Service flow rate 
Backwash bed expansion 
Regenerant level 
Regenerant concentration 
Regenerant flow rate 
Rinse water volume 
Displacement rinse rate 
Final rinse rate 
30 inches 
2-4 gpm/cu ft 
50% 
Dependent upon leakage and 
capacity required (see 
Table III) 
4-10% hydrochloric acid 
2-8% sulfuric acid 
0.5-2.0 gpm/cu ft 
40-100 gal/cu ft 
Same as regenerant rate 
Same as service rate 
TABLE III 
SOME REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITIES AND AVERAGE SODIUM 
LEAKAGES FOR DOWEX HCR-S (4) 









5.0 lb H2S04/cu ft resin 
Capacity* Na Leakage 









*Basis 25% magnesium of non-sodium cations. 
10.0 lb H2S04/cu ft resin 
Capacity* Na Leakage 












where: CMg - capacity correction, Kgr as CaC03/cu ft 
PMg - percent magnesium of non-sodium cations 
PNa - percent sodium of total cations 
mm = -0.0003 
bm = 0.03 
mb = 0.0075 
bb = -0.75 
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Capacity corrections must also be made for bed depths other than 
30 inches and for service flow rates in excess of five gallons per 
minute per square foot of resin. Bed depth correction factors are 
shown in Table IV. Correction factors for service flow rate are shown 
in Table V. 
TABLE IV 
BED DEPTH CAPACITY CORRECTION FACTORS (4) 











CAPACITY CORRECTION FACTORS FOR SERVICE 
FLOW RATES ON A 30 INCH BED (4) 
Flow Rate Correction 






After determination of the corrected capacity, the operating or 
throughput capacity may be determined by multiplying the corrected 
capacity by a throughput correction factor, Fth' where: 
Fth = 100/(100 - % Sodium Leakage). 
The backwash flow rate required varies with the required bed 
expansion and the water temperature. The relationship between back-
wash flow rate and bed expansion is given in Table VI. 
Sulfuric acid is most commonly used as the regenerant chemical 
for cation resins because its cost is generally lower than hydro-
chloric acid. This study will consider only sulfuric acid as a re-
generant. The use of sulfuric acid is complicated by the potential 
for fouling the resin with calcium sulfate where a significant per-
centage of the cation loading is calcium. The precipitation of cal-
cium sulfate is minimized by gradually increasing the regenerant 
15 
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concentration and increasing the regenerant flow rate. The lower 
concentrations of acid at the start of regeneration prevent immediate 
elution of calcium from the resin. Since there is a certain time 
delay to form precipitates in a supersaturated solution, the higher 
flow rates cause the solution to leave the exchanger before precipita-
tion occurs. The recommendations of Dow regarding acid concentrations 
and flow rates are given in Tables VII and VIII. 
TABLE VI 
EXPANSION CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWEX HCR-S (5) 






















*Basis 77°F, to determine flow at temperature, t; 
Ft = F77 (1 + 0.008 (t - 77)) 
where: Ft, F77 - Flow rate at temperature t ~nd 77°F, 
respectively. 
TABLE VII 
RECOMMENDED CONCENTRATIONS OF SULFURIC 
ACID (11) 
17 
Sulfuric Acid lb/cu ft lb/cu ft lb/cu ft lb/cu ft 
lb/cu ft @2% @4% @6% 
4 2 2 
6 2 2 2 
8 2 2 2 
10 2 2 3 
12 2 2 4 
TABLE VIII 
RECOMMENDED REGENERANT FLOW RATES (11) 
% Calcium of Total 













*When % calcium is high, the first 21b/cu ft of H2S04 
should be at 0.5% H2S04 concentration. The remainder of 






If the water being treated is sufficiently low in calcium such 
that calcium sulfate precipitation does not pose a problem, the regen-
eration flow rate can be at 0.5 gallons per minute per cubic foot of 
resin and the acid concentration may be eight percent. However, 
higher operating capacities will be achieved if acid concentrations 
are held below six percent. 
Strong Base Anion Resin 
Strong base anion resin behavior was chosen to be demonstrated by 
Dowex SBR-P. A sunmary of the physical and chemical properties of the 
resin are given in Table IX. Table X provides a summary of the 
recommended operating conditions. A surmiary of capacity and leakage 
performance is given in Table XI. A more complete tabulation of 
capacity and leakage data is included as part of Appendix A. The 
order of selectivity for Dowex SBR-P is as follows: nitrate, bisul-
fate, chloride, carbonic, hydroxide, in order of strongest to weakest 
preference (6). The weak acids of carbon dioxide and silica are 
eluted before any mineral acids. Silica leakage occurs first. The 
service cycle is normally terminated at or before silica breakthrough. 
As was the case with the strong acid cation resin, the recom-
mended operating conditions are such that temperature has a negligible 
effect upon capacity and leakage in the normal operating temperature 
range, silica excepted. Silica leakage is affected by operating 
temperature. Correction factors for silica leakage as a function of 
operating temperatures are given in Table XII. Silica leakage is also 
affected by the amount of sodium leakage from the upstream strong acid 
TABLE IX 
SOME PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF 
DOWEX SBR-P ( 7) 
Water retention capacity 
Density, lbs/cu ft 
Typical total capacity 
Kgr caco3;cu ft 
Sphericity 






















RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR 
DOWEX SBR-P ( 7) 
Minimum bed depth 
Service flow rate 
Backwash bed expansion 
Regenerant level 
Regenerant concentration 
Regenerant flow rate 
Regenerant temperature 
Rinse water volume 
Displacement rinse rate 
Final rinse rate 
30 inches 
2-4 gpm/cu ft 
50% 
Dependent upon leakage 
and capacity required 
(see Table XI) 
4% sodium hydroxide 
0.25 to 1.0 gpm/cu ft 
(60 to 90 minute appli-
cation time recommended 
( 1 ) ) 
Ambient to 120°F 
Approx. 50 gal/cu ft 
Same as regenerant rate 
Approx l gpm/cu ft 
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TABLE XI 
SOME REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITIES AND AVERAGE SILICA 
LEAKAGES FOR DOWEX SBR-P (8) 
Regenerant Regeneration Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Temperature Level* % Weak Acid of TEA** 
F I b/cu ft 20 50 80 
75 5 13. 6 14.5 15.5 
10 16.3 17. 0 17. 9 
120 5 13. 7 14. 9 16.3 
10 16. 6 17.5 18.5 
*Basis 16 100% NaOH/cu ft 
**TEA - Total Exchangeable Anions 
Silica Leakage, ppm 
% Silica of TEA 
20 50 80 
0.06 0. 21 0.378 
0.02 0.068 0.125 
0.018 0.07 0.135 




cation exchanger. Silica leakage correction factors as a function of 












SILICA LEAKAGE CORRECTION FACTORS FOR 













The capacity of the resin varies as a function of the chloride 
concentration and the rise in silica to the service run end point. 
Table XIV shows the capacity correction factors for chlorides. The 
capacity correction factor for silica rise to end point is given in 
Table XV. 
The backwash flow rate required to produce a desired bed expan-
sion varies with the water temperature. The relationship between 
water temperature, backwash flow rate, and bed expansion is given in 
Table XVI. 
TABLE XIII 
SILICA LEAKAGE CORRECTION FACTORS FOR 
SODIUM LEAKAGE (8) 
Sodium Leakage 


























CAPACITY CORRECTION FACTOR FOR CHLORIDES (8) 




























CAPACITY CORRECTION FACTOR FOR SILICA 
RISE TO END POINT (8) 
Silica Rise to End Point 


























EXPANSION CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWEX SBR-P (7) 














*Basis 77°F, to determine flow at temperature, t: 
Ft = F77(l + 0.008 (t - 77)) 
where: Ft, F77 - Flow rate at temperature t and 77°F, 
respectively. 
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Weak Base Anion Resin 
Weak base anion resin behavior was chosen to be demonstrated by 
Dowex WGR-2. This resin has approximately 90 percent tertiary amine 
functional groups and 10 percent quaternary amine groups. A surrmary 
of the physical and chemical properties of the resin are given in 
24 
Table XVII. Table XVIII provides a surrunary of the recorrunended opera-
ting conditions. A weak base resin is used primarily to remove the 
mineral acids found in the effluent of a cation exchanger. Weak acid 
anions such as those formed by the presence of dissolved carbon di-
oxide and si 1 i ca are not generally removed by a weak base resin. The 
capacity of Dowex WGR-2 for sulfuric and hydrochloric acids is shown 
in Table XIX. 
TABLE XVII 
SOME PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF 
DOWEX WGR-2 (9) 
Water retention capacity 
Density 
Operating capacity at 
5 lb NaOH/cu ft 
- HCl 
- HzS04 







Free Base Form 
Approx. 50% 
43 
25.0 Kgr CaC03/cu ft 









RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR 
DOWEX WGR-2 (9) 
Bed depth 
Service flow rate 
Backwash bed expansion 
Regenerant level 
Regenerant concentration 
Regenerant fl ow rate 
Rinse water volume 
Displacement rinse rate 
Final rinse rate 
TABLE XIX 
30-72 inches 
2 gpm/cu ft 
50% 
Depenu~nt upon capacity 
required (see Table XIX) 
4% sodium hydroxide or 
ammonium hydroxide 
0.5 gpm/cu ft 3 
25-100 gal/cu ft 
same as regenerant rate 
l gpm/cu ft 
CAPACITY OF DOWEX WGR-2 (9) 
Regenerant Level Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
lb NaOH/cu ft H2S04 HCl 
2 23.75 20.0 
3 28.0 24.0 
4 30.0 25.0 
5 30.25 25.25 
25 
The service cycle is terminated at or prior to breakthrough of 
free mineral acidity. At the recommended operating conditions, temper-
ature effects are minimal on capacity. 
The backwash flow rate required to produce a desired bed expan-
sion varies with the water temperature. The relationship between 
water temperature, backwash flow rate, and bed expansion is given in 
Table XX. 
TABLE XX 
EXPANSION CHARACTERISTICS OF DOWEX WGR-2 (9) 
















*Basis 77°F, to determine flow at temperature, t: 
Ft = F77 (1 + 0.008 (t - 77)) 
where: Ft, F77 - Flow rate at temperature t and 77°F, 
respectively. 
System Design Considerations 
Overall System Design 
The results of any process design must be developed within the 
26 
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constraints of the structural and mechanical requirements (22). A 
complete demineralization system, in addition to a series of vessels 
containing beds of ion exchange resin, will require the necessary 
c~-·--.. --~~°"-~"'lol;b<>"'1~,p\t:v'"4.t 
pretreatment equipment; supply pumps; regenerant storage, pumping and 
dilution equipment; control valves and control system; and waste 
collection and disposal facilities. Structural constraints may die-
tate equipment size and weight. A diagram, typical of a deminerali-
zation system, showing major equipment, is given in Figure 3. 
The process information which is required for equipment design 
and economic evaluation is as follows. The system flow rate allows 
sizing of supply and transfer pumps, main flow and recycle piping, and 
control valves. The vessel size and resin volume allows design of the 
exchanger vessels and internal distributors and collectors. A typical 
exchanger vessel is shown in Figure 4. The regenerant flow rates and 
concentrations allow for sizing regenerant storage tanks, regenerant 
and dilution water pumps and piping, and waste collection and treat-
ment facilities. The performance predictions allow for establishment 
of control setpoints and operating procedures. Capital costs may be 
determined from the overall design. Operating costs may be estimated 
from the consumption of water and regenerant chemicals, wastewater 
production, pump energy requirements, and labor and maintenance re-
quirements. The overall design considerations given a process design 
are described by Applebaum (1). A method for determining relative 
economics of a demineralization system was described by Downing (12). 
Vessel Design 




























































Figure 4. Typical Exchanger Vessel 
Design 
29 
steel construction with baked phenolic or vulcanized rubber linings. 
Stainless steel or Fiberglas Reinforced Plastic (FRP) vessels are 
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used in some applications. The standard steel tank sizes range in 
outside diameter from 30 inches to 132 inches, increasing at 6 inch 
increments. The straight side ranges from 5 feet to 13 feet, increas-
ing also in 6 i~ch increments. It is generally good engineering 
practice to hold exchanger vessels in series to the same straight side 
dimension to facilitate piping. The vessel straight side should be 
sufficient to allow for effective bed expansion during backwash. 
The vessel distributors should be designed to provide uniform 
distribution. The regenerant distributor should be located above the 
resin bed in its most swollen state. The collector should be designed 
to minimize the amount of ineffective resin. 
Some system designs require parallel vessels because of vessel 
size limitations or for operating flexibility. Parallel vessels are 
generally identical in design. Piping to parallel vessel should be 
such that uniform splitting of flow is obtained. 
Other Design Options 
Other design options not considered in this study include regener-
ant recovery, rinse water recycle, regeneration of vessels in series, 
upflow or counterflow regeneration, and mixed bed exchange vessels. 
These options should be given consideration in system design. 
Regenerant recovery involves recovery, storage, and use of approx-
imately the final third of the regenerant. The recovered regenerant 
is then applied during the first stage of the next regeneration. This 
results in a reduction in chemical consumption. These savings are 
offset by the additional tankage, piping, pumps, and controls. 
Rinse water recycle involves recycling the final rinse water of 
an exchanger to the system inlet when the conductivity of the rinse 
water has dropped below the inlet water conductivity. One-third to 
one-half of the required rinse water may be saved, minimizing waste-
water production. 
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Series regeneration of exchangers involves simultaneous regenera-
tion of a downstream cation or anion exchanger with a corresponding 
upstream cation or anion exchanger. The regenerant volume is based 
upon that required for the upstream ~xchanger. Regenerant chemical 
consumption is reduced by this technique. 
Upflow or counterflow regeneration occurs when the regenerant is 
applied in the opposite direction of the service flow (1, 21). This 
technique requires blocking water to be fed at the top of the vessel 
to hold the bed in place. Increased capacities and lower leakages 
result from this type of regeneration where the ions are easily eluted 
from the resin. 
Mixed bed ion exchangers employ a mixture of cation and anion 
resins in a single vessel (19). The major advantage is the lower 
leakage resulting from the intimately mixed resin. The regeneration 
process requires hydraulic classification of the resins prior to 
regenerant chemical application. Following regeneration, the resins 
must be mixed again. Leakage from mixed bed exchangers is commonly a 
result of incomplete resin separation. Inert resin having an intermed-
iate density between the two resins may be used to facilitate resin 
separation. 
CHAPTER II I 
PERFORMANCE SIMULATION PROGRAM 
General Features 
A demineralization system performance program was developed to 
calculate the system throughput, runtime, and effluent quality, as 
well as the regeneration chemical and water requirements. This pro-
gram requires the specification of the system design. The present 
version is limited to fixed bed exchangers containing a single resin 
type. The program is written in FORTRAN and a listing is provided in 
Appendix c. 
The required system design input parameters are as follows: 
Number of vessels in series, 
Number and position of parallel vessels, 
Type of vessel, 
System flow rate, 
Water analysis units, 
Influent water analysis, and 
Influent water temperature. 
The required vessel design input parameters for each vessel are as 
follows: 
Vessel outside diameter, 
Vessel straight side, 
Effective resin depth, 
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Vessel wall thickness, 
Resin type, 
Regenerant temperature (anion exchanger only), 
Regeneration level, ·and 
Capacity effectiveness. 
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If a vessel is a dega~ifier, the effluent carbon dioxide concentration 
must be specified. 
The program is capable of simulating systems having up to nine 
vessels in series, including a degasifier, and nine vessels in paral-
lel. The regenerant chemicals used are 66 degree Baume (93%) sulfuric 
acid for cation resins and 50 percent sodium hydroxide. The resin 
types available include Oowex HCR-S strong acid cation resin, Dowex 
SBR-P strong base anion resin, and Dowex WGR-2 weak base anion resin. 
The program output may be specified to be only an overall system 
summary or a complete output, including individual exchanger operating 
performance and regeneration. Examples of the program input and output 
are shown in Appendix O. 
Overall Program Logic 
The program follows the following sequence of steps: 
1. Variables are declared, dimensioned, and initialized. 
2. Input data are read. Water analysis data are converted to 
calcium carbonate equivalents (WATCON). Default variables are modi-
fied as necessary. 
3. Vessel resin ratings, effluent analysis, and regeneration 
conditions are determined as follows: 
a. Vessel type is determined. If vessel is a degasifier, 
water analysis is adjusted for carbon dioxide removed 
(DECON). 
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b. For cation and anion vessels, resin selection is made and 
rating parameters computed (CRESIN, ARESIN). 
c. Resin capacities and leakages are determined. T~J water 
analysis is revised accordingly. Specific regeneration 
constraints are established for the resin selected (DHCRS, 
DSBRP, DWGR2). 
d. Resin regeneration conditions are determined. Regenerant 
and regeneration flow rates, volumes, and application 
times are determined (CREGN, AREGN). 
e. System and vessel throughputs and operating time are de-
termined by water mass balance (MASBAL). 
4. Output results are displayed in accordance with user prefer-
ences. Either a system performance summary or a complete surrmary, 
which includes vessel performances, may be selected. 
The program subroutine organization is shown in Figure 5. 
Subroutine Descriptions 
WATCON 
Subroutine WATCON performs two functions. The first is to con-
vert the water analysis into units of milligram per liter as calcium 
carbonate from. the units with which the analysis was entered. The 
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Figure 5. Program Organization 
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cations and anions. The sodium concentration is adjusted in order to 
compensate for any imbalance. 
DE CON 
Subroutine DECON converts the degasifier effluent carbon dioxide 
entered into units of mill lgrams per liter of calcium carbonate. This 
value is stored in the water analysis array location corresponding to 
the degasifier effluent. 
CRESIN 
Subroutine CRESIN computes the parameters commonly used for 
cation resin rating. This subroutine calls the cation resin rating 
subroutine for cation resin selected. Presently, Dowex HCR-S is the 
only cation resin available. The subroutine is structured to call 
other cation resins as they are added in the future. 
DHCRS 
Subroutine DHCRS computes the resin capacity and sodium leakage 
ratings of Dowex HCR-S based upon the vessel influent water analysis. 
The resin rating procedure follows the method outlined in the Dow 
literature (4, 5, 11). A tabulation of the sodium leakage and capa-
city data taken from the Dow information is contained in Appendix A. 
A series of straight line equations was obtained by least squares 
regression of the leakage and capacity data. The sodium leakage is 
determined by linear interpolation of the straight line coefficients 
using the arbitrary function subroutine of Franks (14). The capacity 
is determined by computing the four capacities bounding the point of 
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interest since there are two dependent variables. A bilinear interpo-
lation in two variables is performed to determine the desired capacity. 
The subroutine used to compute the capacity is shown in Appendix C. 
The coefficients of the straight line equations for sodium leakage and 
capacity are given in Appendix B. 
The alkalinity correction factors for sodium leakage were fil~2d 
by least squares regression to the polynomial of the form: 
where: FALK - Alkalinity correction factor 
PALK - Percent alkalinity of the total an ions 
Ao = 1.00 
Ai = -6 .109762 x 10 
A2 = -8.64853 x 10 
A3 = -3.016536 x 10 
This alkalinity factor is multiplied by the total anion concentration 
to yield a capacity correction factor. 
The calculated capacity is corrected by the addition of the 
magnesium correction computed from the relationship described in Chap-
ter II. The capacity is then corrected for flow rate and bed depth. 
The fl ow rate re 1 at ion ship deve 1 oped from the information in Tab 1 e V 
is given as: 
where: FFR - Flow rate correction factor, percent, where q > 5 gpm/cu 
ft (FFR = 100% where q .:::. 5 gpm/cu ft 
q - Flow rate, gpm/cu ft 
-------
Ao = 1.145102 x 102 
A1 = -3.056652 
A2 = 3.15424 x 10-2 
-4 
A3 = -1.242690 x 10 
The bed depth correction derived from the data in Table IV is given 
as: 
for h > 18 inches, 
where: F80 - Bed depth correction 
hso - Bed depth, inches 
Ao = -2.466667 x 101 
A1 = 7.591991 
A2 = -1.433682 x 10-l 
A3 = 9.469697 x 10-4 
for h < 18 inches, 
factor , per cent 
FBD = A1hso 
where: A1 = 3.9444444 x 10-2 
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The capacity is corrected for sodium leakage by the throughput cor-
rection factor described in Chapter II. The backwash flow rate is 
computed by linear interpolation from the data in Table VI. The 
regenerant flow rate is interpolated from the data in Table VIII. The 
backwash time is set at 5 minutes, unless the vessel is first in the 
series, in which case the backwash time is set at 10 minutes. This 
default condition may be changed if desired. The final rinse volume 
is computed based upon a requirement of 25 gallons per cubic foot of 
resin. This default may also be changed. 
(he subroutine computes the effluent water analysis from the 
sodium leakage. This computation assumes the removal of all cations 
except sodium and the neutralization of all alkalinity. 
ARES IN 
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Subroutine ARES IN computes the parameters commonly used for an iu.1 
resin rating. This subroutine calls the anion resin rating subroutine 
for the anion resin selected. Presently, Dowex SBR-P and WGR-2 are 
the only resins available. The subroutine is structured to allow the 
addition of other anion resin subroutines in the future. 
DSBRP 
Subroutine DSBRP computes the resin capacity and silica leakage 
ratings of Dowex SBR-P based upon the vessel influent water analysis. 
The resin rating procedure follows the method outlined in the Dow 
literature (7, 8). A tabulation of the silica leakage and capacity 
data taken from the Dow information is contained in Appendix A. The 
silica leakage and sodium leakage are determined by a bilinear inter-
polation in two variables from these data. The subroutine used to 
perform this interpolation is shown in Appendix c. Ratings at inter-
mediate resin temperatures are obtained by interpolation of the 
ratings at the reference temperatures. 
Silica leakage must be corrected for sodium leakage and operating 
temperature. The silica leakage correction factors for sodium leakage 
in Table XIII were fit to the quadratic below: 
for xNA 2. 4.76 mg/l as Caco3, 
2 
FNA = Ao + A1XNA + A2XNA 
where: FNA - Sodium leakage correction factor, percent 
XNA - Sodium leakage, mg/l as Caco3 
AO = 83.7886 
Al = 30.50159 
A2 = -3.203408 
for XNA > 4.76 mg/l as Caco3, 
FNA = 155.78489% 
The silica leakage correction factors for operating temperature in 
Table XII were fit to the polynomial below: 
fort 2. 50°F, 
- 2 3 4 Ft - A0 + A1t + A2t + A3t + A4t 
where: Ft - Temperature correction factor, percent 
t - Temperature, °F 
Ao = 4.801963 x 10 2 
1 Al = -2.547444 x 10 
-1 A2 = 5.330862 x 10 
-3 A3 = -4.696193 x 10 
-5 A4 = 1.622378 x 10 
for t < 50°F, 
Ft = 50.0% 
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Exchange capacity must be corrected for the chloride concentra-
tion and the rise in silica to the endpoint. The capacity correction 
factors for chloride concentration in Table XIV were fitted to the 
polynomial expression: 
- 2 3 FcL - Ao + AlPCL + A2PCL + A3PCL 
where: FcL - Chloride correction factor 
Pel - Chloride percent of tot a 1 an ions 
Ao = 9.981469 x 10-1 
Al = -4.292541 x lo- 3 
A2 = 3. 210956 x 10-5 
A3 -7 = -1.107226 x 10 
The capacity correction factors for silica rise to the endpoint in 
Table XV were fitted to the expression: 
for 0.1 < x ~ 1.0 mg/l as Sio2, 
2 3 
FsR =Ao + A1xsR + A2xSR + A3xSR 
where: FsR - Silica rise correction factor 
xSR - Silica rise to endpoint, mg/l as Si02 
Ao = 8.870000 x 10-l 
A1 = 2.895979 x 10-l 
-1 
A2 = -2. 999709 x 10 
A3 = 1. 238345 x 10 -1 
for x5R-< 0.1 mg/l as Sio2, 
FsR = 9.1 xsR 
for xsR > 1.0 mg/l as Si02, 
F SR = 1.0 
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The backwash rate is computed from the data in Table XVI by means 
of the linear expression: 
qBW = PBE/23.33333 
where: qBW - Backwash rate, gpm/sq ft 
P8E - Percent bed expansion 
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The regenerant application time is set at 60 minutes. The backwash 
time is set at five minutes. The final rinse volume is computed based 
upon a requirement of 100 gallons per cubic foot of resin. These 
default parameters may be changed, if desired. 
The subroutine computes the effluent water analysis from the 
silica leakage. This computation assumes removal of all anions except 
silica and chloride, and neutralization of all acidity. The chloride 
concentration is assumed to be equivalent to the sodium concentration. 
DWGR2 
Subroutine DWGR2 computes the resin capacity rating for Dowex 
WGR-2 based upon the vessel influent water analysis. The resin rating 
procedure is based upon the Dow capacity data shown in Table XIX. The 
capacity rating of the resin is interpolated from this data. 
The backwash rate is computed from the data in Table XX by means 
of the relation given as: 
qBW = (PBE + 1.3)/10.0 
where: qBW - Backwash rate, gpm/sq ft 
PBE - Percent bed expansion 
The backwash time is set at five minutes. The regenerant flow 
rate is computed based upon 0.5 gallons per minute per cubic foot of 
resin. The final rinse volume is computed based upon a requirement of 
75 gallons per minute per cubic foot of resin. These default param-
eters may be changed, if desired. 
The subroutine computes the effluent water analysis. This compu-
tation assumes removal of all sulfates and nitrates. No removal of 
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silica or carbon dioxide is assumed. Chloride concentration is 
assumed to be equivalent to the sodium concentration. All acidity is 
assumed to be neutralized. 
CREGN 
Subrou.tine CREGN calculates the volume, flow rate, and duration 
of each step of the regeneration process for vessels containing cation 
resins. Presently, 66 degree Baume or 93 percent sulfuric acid is 
the only cation regenerant, although the subroutine is structured to 
allow the consideration of other regenerants in the future. If the 
influent water analysis indicates the presence of calcium, a stepwise 
regenerant application is followed as shown in Table VII. If no 
calcium is present, acid is assumed to be applied at a six percent 
concentration. The volumes of regenerant and dilution water, flow 
rate of regenerant, and the application time are determined from the 
dilution water flow rate provided by the resin rating subroutine and 
the regenerant level. 
The backwash volume is calculated from the flow rate and dura-
tion. The displacement rinse volume is estimated by the following 
relationship: 
VoR = (VRFR + Avho) FvFoR 
where: VoR - Displacement rinse volume, gallons 
VR - Resin volume, cubic feet 
FR - Resin void fraction (0.5) 
Av - Exchanger area, square feet 
ho - Height of distributor above resin, feet (0.75) 
Fv - Volume conversion factor, cubic feet to gallons (7.48) 
FDR - Displacement rinse correction factor (1.5) 
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The values in parentheses are contained in the subroutine. The dis-
placement rinse volume may be supplied directly, if known. The dis-
placement rinse is assumed to be carried out at the regeneration water 
flow rate. The duration of the displacement rinse is determined from 
these quantities. 
The final rinse is assumed to be performed at the service flow 
rate. The duration of the final rinse is determined from the flow 
rate and volume required. 
AREGN 
Subroutine AREGN calculates the volume, flow rate, and duration 
of each step of the regeneration process for vessels containing anion 
resins. Presently, 50 percent sodium hydroxide is the only anion 
regenerant, although the subroutine is structured to allow the consid-
eration of other regenerants in the future. 
The backwash volume is computed from the backwash flow rate and 
duration. The regenerant and regenerant dilution water volumes, flow 
rates, and durations are calculated from the dilution water flow rate 
or the duration supplied by the anion resin rating subroutine and the 
regenerant level. 
The displacement rinse is assumed to be carried out at the regen-
eration water flow rate. The rinse volume is supplied directly or 
estimated by the method used in subroutine CREGN. These quantities 
allow the determination of the rinse duration. 
The final rinse is assumed to be performed at the service flow 
rate. The duration of the final rinse is determined from the flow 
rate and volume required. 
MAS BAL 
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Subroutine MASBAL calculates the gross and net throughput, total 
regeneration chemical and dilution water volumes, and operating time 
between regenerations. Individual throughputs for each vessel are 
calculated. 
Interpolation Functions 
Linear interpolation function subroutines are called by several 
subroutines. Function Fl is a single dependent variable interpolation 
subroutine taken from Franks (14). Functions F2 and F3 are bilinear 
interpolation in two dependent variable subroutines. 
Program Options 
The program user is allowed to modify a number of the default 
parameters to more closely represent the application simulated. For 
any given vessel, the following defaults may be modified in the pro-
gram edit mode: 
Backwash duration, 
Backwash bed expansion, 
Anion regenerant application time, 
Slow rinse volume, and 
Fast rinse volume. 
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The edit mode will also provide a listing of current input parameters 
and default conditions. Input parameters may also be revised in this 
mode. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROGRAM VERIFICATION AND RESULTS 
The simulation program developed underwent verification in the 
following manner. Since the ratings of the resins are the most signif-
icant part of the overall calculations, a series of comparisons were 
made between the resin ratings generated by the program with those 
determined from the resin literature. These resin ratings were also 
compared with the ratings of other manufacturers• equivalent resins. 
A series of performance comparisons were made with some demineralizer 
designs appearing· in the open 1 iterature. The results of these com-
... 
parisons are as follows. 
Comparison of Calculated Resin Ratings 
With Literature Estimates 
A summary of the resin ratings calculated by the simulation 
program compared to those estimated from the resin manufacturer's 
literature is shown in Table XX! for Dowex HCR-S or its equivalent. 
The comparison of ratings for Dowex SBR-P is shown in Table XXII, and 
the comparison of ratings for Dowex WGR-2 is shown in Table XXIII. 
From these comparisons, the following general observations can be 
made. First, the calculated resin ratings appear to be in reasonable 
agreement with the Dow literature. The deviations appear to be within 
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6.0 170 





COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND LITERATURE RESIN RATINGS 
FOR DOWEX HCR-S OR EQUIVALENT 
M·g+2 
Sodium Leakage, mg/l as CaC03 
Na+ Alkalinity Dowex HCR-S Amberlite 
% % % Cale. Lit. IR-120 (26) 
68.8 10. 0 91. 2 o. 21 0. 17 0. 18 
0.0 100.0 0.0 0.070 0.070 0.066 
44.7 20.0 77 .6 0.49 0.46 0.26 
0.0 100.0 0.0 0. 16 0. 17 0. 16 
0.0 100. 0 0.0 0.035 0.035 0.029 
~ 
Ca~acity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Dowex HCR-S Amberlite 
Cal c. Lit. IR-120 (26) 
20.6 20.7 19. 3 
22.6 22.1 20.8 
20.7 20.8 18. 0 
22.l 22.l 20.8 





lb/cu ft % 
6.0 58.0 
6.0 8. l 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND LITERATURE RESIN RATINGS 
FOR DOWEX SBR-P OR EQUIVALENT 
Sodium Silica Leakage, mg/l as Si03 
-Si02 Cl Leakage Dowex SBR-P Amberlite 
% % mg/l as CaC03 Cale. Lit. IRA-402 (26) 
42. l 22.4 0.21 0.041 0.04 0.062 
8. l 92.0 0.070 0.0052 0.005 0.02 
Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Dowex SBR-P Amberlite 
Cale. Lit. IRA-402 (26) 
13. 3 13.2 13. 2 




1 b/cu ft 
3.2 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND LITERATURE RESIN RATINGS 
FOR DOWEX WGR-2 OR EQUIVALENT 
HCl, Capacity, Kgr, CaC03/cu ft H2S04 Capacity,Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Dowex WGR-2 Amberlite Dowex WGR-2 Amberlite 
Cale. Lit. IRA-45 (26) Cale. Lit. IRA-45 (26) 
24.2 24.0 28.0 28.4 28.5 33.0 
U1 
0 
leakages appear to compare well with those of the equivalent resin 
performance. The exception to this appears to be with regard to the 
low silica leakage region for Dowex SBR-P and the capacity of Dowex 
WGR-2 with respect to IRA-45. The discrepancies in the low silica 
leakage region between Dowex SBR-P and IRA-402 could reflect a dif-
ference in resin properties; however, it is more likely that the 
difference lies in the manner in which the charts were drawn. The 
differences between Dowex WGR-2 and Amberlite IRA-45 are likely a 
result of the difference in properties of these two resins. 
Comparison of Design Performances 
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Some of the demineralizer designs in the literature were eval-
uated. A six bed and a three bed demineralization system is described 
by Webb and Carr ( 29). These are operating demi nera 1 i zers. and the 
overall performance data was reported. The two systems are at the 
same site and their comparative performance was evaluated. The calcu-
lated performance estimate is compared with the reported performance 
in Table XXIV for the six bed system. The performance of the mixed 
bed in the three bed system was approximated by individual cation and 
anion exchanges. The performance comparison of the three bed system 
is shown in Table XXV. The six bed performance comparison shows 
reasonable agreement in throughput and leakage. The three bed perfor-
mance comparison agrees reasonably in throughput. The comparison 
differs in leakage of sodium and silica. This reflects the improved 
leakage performance capability of the mixed bed exchanger. Copies of 
the performance calculations are shown in Appendix D. 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON WITH SIX BED DEMINERALIZER PERFORMANCE 
REPORTED BY WEBB AND CARR (29) 
Throughput, gpd, net to storage 
Effluent conductivity, 
micromhos/cm 









*Based upon original design water analysis and eight hours for 
regeneration. 
**Based upon three bed design water analysis. 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON WITH THREE BED DEMINERALIZER PERFORMANCE 
REPORTED BY WEBB AND CARR (29) 
Throughput, gpd, net to storage 
Effluent conductivity, 
micromhos/cm 












Applebaum (1) includes several demineralizer designs as examples. 
The performance of Case 1 was calculated and the results are shown in 
Table XXVI. The design is for a two bed demineralizer. The overall 
comparison of the designs indicates relatively good agreement. The 
differences in throughput arise from the different assumptions in the 
required regeneration and rinse vo 1 umes. Mod if i cation c,f the default 
regeneration and rinse parameters would allow the design to be more 
closely approximated. 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON WITH CASE 1 DEMINERALIZER DESIGN 
PROPOSED BY APPLEBAUM (1) 
Design 
Net throughput, gpd 383,000 
Effluent conductivity, 
micromhos/cm 10.0 
Effluent silica, mg/1 as SiO 0.03 
Capacity, Kgr CaCO /cu ft 
cation 13. 6 
anion 10.6 
Cation regeneration volumes 
backwash, gal 2120 
sulfuric acid, gal 66 Be 19.3 
dilution water, gal 1111 
displacement rinse, gal 265 
final rinse, gal 2950 
Anion regeneration volumes 
backwash, gal 1070 
sodium hydroxide, gal 50% 46 
dilution water, gal 802 
displacement rinse, gal 265 


















PROGRAM APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION 
Program Use 
This simulation program will be useful in both modeling the per-
formance of existing demineralizers and aiding in the design of new 
demineralizers. Since the program requires that a well defined design 
be provided, the present form is more readily useful in modeling ex-
isting designs to assess the effects of changes in water supply, oper-
ation, or design. In order to be used in system design, the designer 
must make some estimates concerning the configuration, loading, and 
operation of the system. Optimizing the design becomes a trial and 
error process. However, the program can still afford the system 
designer appreciable time savings in performance evaluation. Future 
modifications may allow some of the initial system design estimates 
to be performed by the program. 
An example of the input dialogue is shown in Appendix D. The 
required system design input parameters are as follows: 
Number of vessels in series, 
Number and position of parallel vessels, 
Type of vessel, 
System flow rate, 
Water analysis units, 
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Influent water analysis, and 
Influent water temperature. 
The required vessel design input parameters for each vessel are as 
follows: 
Vessel outside diameter, 
Vessel straight side, 
Effective resin depth, 
Vessel wall thickness, 
Resin type, 
Regenerant temperature (anion exchanger only), 
Regeneration level, and 
Capacity effectiveness. 
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If a vessel is a degasifier, the effluent carbon dioxide concentration 
must be specified. 
The program user is allowed to modify a number of the default 
parameters to more closely represent the application simulated. For 
any given vessel, the following defaults may be modified in the pro-
gram edit mode: 
Backwash duration, 
Backwash bed expansion, 
Anion regenerant application time, 
Slow rinse volume, and 
Fast rinse volume. 
As resin ratings are the most significant parameters, the program 
user has the ability to adjust the resin capacity by means of an ef-
fectiveness factor. This factor is chosen based upon the actual oper-
ating capacity in the case of an existing design or upon experience in 
a new design. This factor is widely variable and depends upon the 
resin age, characteristics, and operating practices. 
Interpretation of Results 
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The program in its present form does not provide a total picture 
of the system performance, but does provide sufficient inforn~~tion to 
determine the complete system operating characteristics. The param-
eters which can be derived from the results include the system regen-
eration time, the vessel regeneration frequency, and the gross and net 
throughput per day. 
The vessel regeneration frequency is determined by the program 
user from the vessel capacity utilization. A schedule of regeneration 
frequency may be established by comparing the percent capacity utili-
zation for each vessel and by taking into consideration any vessels 
which may be regenerated in series. 
The regeneration time may be determined by the individual vessel 
regeneration times and frequency, taking into account steps which can 
be performed simultaneously (i.e., regenerant application can take 
place for a cation exchanger and an anion exchanger simultaneously). A 
sequence of regeneration steps is established, and from this the sys-
tem regeneration time may be determined. 
The gross and net throughput per day of the system may be deter-
mined from the summation of the vessel regeneration water require-
ments, the service cycle and the system regeneration time, and the net 
throughput per regeneration. The total cycle time, service and regen-
eration, and the gross and net system throughput per regeneration are 
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determined. Throughput may be converted to a daily basis by means of 
the cycle time. 
The mechanical design of the system is supported by the program 
results. From the flow rate information, pipe and valve sizes may be 
determined and pumps may be sized. Regenerant storage tanks and water 
heating sizing may be performed. Regenerant waste volumes and neutral-
ization requirements may be estimated. 
Program Features and Limitations 
The program in its present form represents a significant improve-
ment over manual computation. The program has the flexibility to al-
low a user to tailor the design to fit his application. The program 
also provides a faster, more reproducible, and possibly more accurate 
means of interpolating resin ratings from the manufacturer's data. 
This is supported by the comparative results shown in Chapter IV. 
The program is limited in a number of ways. The program cannot 
be used in a straightforward manner in design. The designer must 
approxiamte the design and optimize by trial and error. 
Resin selection is limited. Only resins from one manufacturer 
are represented. The ratings generated must also be corrected by the 
user by the use of the resin effectiveness to reflect operating condi-
tions, resin age, and deterioration. 
The regeneration of cation resins is limited to sulfuric acid. 
Hydrochloric acid is used as regenerant, although not as commonly as 
sulfuric. 
Cocurrent or downflow regeneration is assumed. Current practice 
sometimes finds countercurrent or upflow regeneration being applied. 
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Improved capacity and leakage performance results from this technique 
where ions are easily eluted. Individual vessel regeneration is the 
only mode assumed. In many applications, regeneration of vessels in 
series results in substantial savings in regenerant consumption. 
The program only considers fixed beds of a single resin type. 
Fixed beds of cation and a~ion mixtures called "mixed beds" have been 
widely used. Mixed bed exchangers exhibit superior leakage performance. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to develop a computer program pat-
terned after industrial practice to simulate ion exchange deminerali-
zer operation. The program is designed to aid the program user in 
evaluation of a number of possible demineralization system options, 
and will estimate the system performance for a given design and set of 
operation conditions. 
The program has the following constraints. The maximum system 
configuration size is nine vessels in series, inclusive of a forced 
draft or vacuum degasifier, and nine vessels in parallel. The minimum 
system configuration size is a two bed system of a cation exchanger 
followed by an anion exchanger. The available resins consist of Dowex 
HCR-S, strong acid cation resin; Dowex SBR-P, strong base anion resin; 
and Dowex WGR-2, weak base anion resin. Only fixed beds of a single 
type of exchange resin are considered. The regenerants are sulfuric 
acid for cation regeneration and sodium hydroxide for anion regenera-
tion. Regenerant is assumed to be applied cocurrent to the service 
flow or downflow. Despite these constraints, evaluation of a large 
percentage of the most common system designs is possible with this 
program. 
The program was developed and evaluated and the following conclu-
sions can be made as a result of this study. 
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The comparison of the resin ratings determined from the manufac-
turer's literature with those estimated by the program shows reasonable 
agreement. The comparison of the performance estimates calculated by 
the program with operating performance results and other performance 
predictions appears to be reasonable, particularly in view of the 
inaccuracies and uncertainties inherent in an industrial operating 
environment. 
The program has the advantage of generating resin ratings quicker 
and with more reproducible results than can be obtained by using the 
charts contained in the manufacturer's literature. Changes in system 
operation and design may easily be evaluated as a result. The program 
is a useful tool in the evaluation of existing systems and the design 
of new systems. 
The following recommendations are made for further work as a re-
sult of this study. The program should be enhanced in the following 
ways: 
1. Mixed bed exchanger simulation should be incorporated. 
2. Hydrochloric acid should be included as a regenerant for 
cation regeneration. 
3. Countercurrent and series regeneration options should be 
added. 
4. Additional resin types should be incorporated into the data 
base. 
5. Regeneration wastes should be characterized and the neutrali-
zation requirements determined. 
6. To facilitate system design, the program should provide ini-
tial vessel size estimates. 
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Areas of further study which were identified as a result of this 
study are as follows: 
1. A means should be developed in which the equilibria and ki-
netic theories may be used to predict resin performance for industrial 
ion exchange systems. 
2. The range of the resin affectiveness factors should be deter-
mined for various resin types based upon operating experience. 
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RESIN RATING DATA 
The resin rating data used by the simulation program, either by 
means of linear correlations or by interpolating functions, are pro-
vided herein. The Dowex HCR-S sodium leakage data are given in Table 
XXVII. The leakage data are based upon a water containing no alkalin-
ity. The Dowex HCR-S capacity data are given in Table XXVIII. The 
capacity data are based upon a calcium to magnesium concentration 
ratio of 3:1. The Dowex SBR-P silica leakage data are given in Table 
XXIX. The leakage data are based upon a water at 75°F and specific 
conductance of three micromhos per centimeter. The Dowex SBR-P capa-
city data are given in Table XXX. The capacity data are based upon a 
water containing no chlorides and operation to a silica rise of one 
part per million. 
Regeneration Level 












DOWEX HCR-S SODIUM LEAKAGE RATING DATA (4) 
Sodium Leakage, Percent of Corrected Total Mineral Anions 
Percent Sodium of Total Cations 
20 zm 50 60 70 80 90 
3.4 6.2 9.3 13. 9 19.5 28.0 
2.7 5.0 7.6 11. 4 16.0 23.25 
2. 15 4.2 6.3 9.5 13.45 19.6 
1. 7 3.5 5.3 7.9 11. 3 16.5 24.2 
1. 35 3.0 4.3 6.6 9.4 13. 9 20.7 
1.0 2.5 3.7 5.4 7.9 11. 75 17.6 
0.75 2.0 3.0 4.4 6.45 9.8 14.7 
0.5 1. 5 ?.4 3.5 5.25 8.0 12.3 
-- 0.9 L.3 1. 9 3.05 5.0 7.9 










DOWEX HCR-S CAPACITY RATING DATA (4) 
Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Regeneration Level Percent Percent Soa1um of iotal Cations 
lb 66° Be H2so4;cu ft Alkalinity 0 20 40 60 80 100 
2 0 
50 -- -- -- -- -- 12.9 
100 -- -- -- -- 13. 4 14.7 
3 0 12.9 13. 0 13.3 12.8 11. 3 14.2 
50 12. 9 13. 7 13. 9 14. 4 13. 8 17.1 
100 12.9 14.2 14.7 16.4 17. 4 18.9 
4 0 15. 1 15.7 16. 1 15.9 15. 1 17. 4 
50 15. 1 16. 2 16. 8 17.3 17. 2 20. 1 
100 15. 1 16.8 17. 6 19. 1 20. 1 21.8 
5 0 16.9 17. 7 18. 3 18.3 18. 0 20.0 
50 16.9 18. 1 18.9 19. 8 19.9 22.3 
100 16. 9 18.7 19.8 21.4 22.3 24.0 
6 0 18.5 19.4 20. 1 20.2 20.5 22. 1 
50 18.5 19.9 20.9 21.6 22.0 24.2 
100 18.5 20.3 21. 6 22.9 24. 1 25.9 
()) 
~ 
TABLE XXVIII (Continued) 
Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Regeneration Level Percent Percent Sodium of Total Cations 
lb 66° Be H2so4/cu ft Alkalinity 0 20 40 60 80 l 00 
7 0 19.8 20.7 21.6 21.9 22.5 23.9 
50 19.8 21.2 22.2 23.0 23.9 25.9 
100 19.8 21. 7 23.0 24.5 25.7 27.5 
8 0 20.8 21. 9 22.9 23.4 24.3 25.4 
50 20.8 22.3 23.7 24.4 25.6 27.3 
l 00 20.8 22.8 24.2 25.8 27.0 28.8 
9 0 21.8 22.9 24.0 24.6 25.9 26.6 
50 21.8 23.5 24.8 25.8 26.9 28.4 
100 21.8 23.9 25.5 26.9 28. l 30.0 
10 0 22.6 23.9 25.2 25.9 27.3 27.9 
50 22.6 24.4 25.9 26.8 28. l 29.6 
100 22.6 24.8 26.5 27.9 29.2 31.0 
12 0 24. l 25.5 26.8 27.8 29.7 29.9 
50 24. l 26.0 27.7 28.5 30.3 31.4 
100 24. l 26.3 28. l 29.6 31.0 33.0 
-....i 
0 
TABLE XXVIII (Continued) 
Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Regeneration Level Percent Percent Sodium of Total Cations 
lb 66° Be H2S04/cu ft Alkalinity 0 20 40 60 80 
14 0 25.3 -- 28.4 29.5 --
50 25.3 
-- 29. l 30.2 --









OF lb NaOH/cu ft 0 10 
75 3.5 0 0.060 
5.0 0 0.025 
7.5 0 0.020 
10 0 0.0075 
95 3.5 0 0.060 
5.0 0 0.020 
7.5 0 0.015 
10 0 0.010 
120 3.5 0 0.025 
5.0 0 0.0075 
7.5 0 0.005 
10 0 0 
TABLE XXIX 
DOWEX SBR-P SILICA LEAKAGE RATING DATA (8) 
Silica Leakage, Parts per Million Si02 
Percent Silica of Total Anions 
20 30 40 50 60 70 _____ - - 80 
0.145 0.270 0.445 
0.060 0.105 o.i45 0.210 0.270 0.3275 0.3775 
0.0375 0.0575 0.075 0.105 0. 130 0.155 0. 170 
0.020 0.0325 0.045 0.0675 0.0850 0.1075 0.125 
0.12 0.18 0.24 0.30 0.36 0.42 0.48 
0.040 0.060 0.085 0.11 0. 14 0.16 0.21 
0.025 0.000 0.055 0.070 0.085 0.10 0.12 
0.020 0.025 0.0325 0.045 0.060 0.075 0.090 
0.06 0.10 0.15 0.195 0.24 0.28 
0.0175 0.030 0.045 0.070 0.0975 0.12 0.135 
0.010 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.045 0.060 0.0725 


























DOWEX SBR-P CAPACITY RATING DATA (8) 
Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Regeneration Mixed Anions Weak Acid Anions 
Level Percent Temperature, °F Percent Temperature, °F 
lb NaOH/cu ft Weak Acids 75 95 120 Silica 75 95 120 
3.5 0 11. 13 -- -- 0 16.5 16.57 16.53 
10 11.53 -- -- 10 16.2 16.5 16.47 
20 11.90 -- 12. l 20 15.83 16.33 16.33 
30 12. 23 12.23 12.5 30 15.33 16. 13 16.3 
40 12. 53 12. 77 12. 9 40 14.73 15.8 16. 2 
50 12.86 13.2 13. 3 50 14. l 15. 2 16.07 
60 13. 23 13. 6 13.7 60 13. 5 14.67 15.83 
70 13. 53 14.0 14. l 70 12.87 14. 2 15. 6 
80 13. 93 14.47 14.6 80 12.2 13.8 15.3 
90 14.47 14.87 15. l 90 11.6 13.4 15.07 
100 15.0 15.33 15.7 100 11.0 13.0 14.8 
7.5 0 14. 67 14.3 14.5 0 18. 72 18.8 18.7 
10 14.96 14. 77 14. 93 10 18.67 18.67 18. 7 
20 15. 23 15. 13 15.4 20 18.50 18.63 18.7 
30 15.50 15.5 15.8 30 18.23 18.57 18.7 
""-I 
w 
TABLE XXX (Continued) 
Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Regeneration Mixed Anions Weak Acid Anions 
Level Percent Temperature, °F Percent Temperature ,-°F 
lb NaOH/cu ft Weak Acids 75 95 120 Silica 75 95 120 
40 15.80 15.83 16. 13 40 17.90 18.47 18. 7 
50 16.00 16. 17 16. 53 50 17.50 18.3 18.7 
60 16.30 16.5 16.9 60 17.07 18.07 18.7 
70 16.67 16.83 17.3 70 16.67 17.73 18.7 
80 17.00 17.27 17. 67 80 16.20 17.3 18.7 
90 17. 50 17.67 18. l 90 15.80 17.0 18.7 
100 18. 03 13. 13 18.6 100 15.33 16.83 18.7 
5.0 0 12.87 12. 77 12.9 0 17.83 17 .84 18.27 
10 13. 23 13. 27 13. 27 10 17. 67 17.84 18.2 
20 13.60 13. 77 13. 67 20 17.47 . 17. 83 18.17 
30 13. 90 14. l 14.07 30 17.07 17.73 18.13 
40 14. 17 14.43 14.5 40 16.67 17.53 18. l 
50 14.50 14. 77 14.9 50 16. l 17. 2 18. 0 
60 14.80 15.07 15.3 60 15.47 16.87 17. 9 
70 15. l 0 15.4 15.8 70 14.8 16.5 17.8 
80 15.47 15. 77 16.3 80 14. l 16. l 17. 6 
" ..p. 
TABLE XXX (Continued) 
Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
Regeneration Mixed Anions 
Level Percent TemQerature, °F Percent 
lb NaOH/cu ft Weak Acids 75 95 120 Silica 
90 15. 90 16. 13 16.9 90 
100 16. 37 16.6 17.67 100 
l 0. 0 0 15.87 15.57 15. 9 0 
10 16.07 15.9 16.3 10 
20 16.33 16.23 16.6 20 
30 16.56 16.5 16. 9 30 
40 16. 83 16.8 17. 2 40 
50 17. 00 17.07 17. 53 50 
60 17.27 17. 33 17.87 60 
70 17. 57 17. 6 18.2 70 
80 17. 93 17.97 18. 5 80 
90 18.43 18.4 18.8 90 
100 18. 97 18.9 19. 1 100 
Weak Acid Anions 
TemQerature, °F 
75 95 
13. 5 15.8 
12. 87 15.5 
-- 19.3 
-- 19.2 
-- 19. 1 
18.84 19.07 
18. 59 19.0 
18. 28 18.9 
17. 90 18. 73 
17.53 18.4 
17. 13 17. 93 
16.83 17.6 


















DOWEX HCR-S LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
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DOWEX HCR-S LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
The Dowex HCR-S sodium leakage rating data were fit to the follow-
ing model: 
PNAL = (Ln R - b)/m 
where: P NAL Percent sodium leakage of corrected total anions 
R - Regeneration level, lb 66° Be H2S04/cu ft 
m, b - Coefficients interpolated from Table XXXI 
The Dowex HCR-S capacity rating data were fit to the following model: 
Cap = (LnR - b)/m 
where: Cap - Capacity, Kgr CaC03/cu ft 
R - Regeneration level, lb 66° BeH2S04/cu ft 
m, b- Coefficients interpolated from Table XXXII 
TABLE XXXI 
DOWEX HCR-S SODIUM LEAKAGE CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENTS 
Percent Sodium 























DOWEX HCR-S CAPACITY CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
m 
Percent Sodium Percent Alkalinity 
o~Total Cations 0 50 100 0 
0 0.1232 0. 1231 0.1231 -0.4836 
20 0.1113 0.1122 0.1143 -0.3579 
40 0.1021 0. 1009 0.1030 -0.2589 
60 0.09210 0.09773 0. l 051 -0.07632 
80 0.07521 0.08387 0. 1018 -0.2512 





























ISN •• ISN 46 





































* ... ·* ... 1 .. . 2 ......... 3. . . . . 4 .... . 5 . . 6. 
562 FORMAT(/5X,'ENTER USER NAME (25 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)', 
1 /5X, 1 H'?) 
RE AD ( N l , 5 2 O I ( UN AME ( I I , I '1 , 6 I 
IF(ECHOIWRITE(NQ,5520l(UNAME(ll,1•1,6I 
WR·I TE ( ND , S 6 3 J 
563 FORMAT(/5X,'ENTER DATE (20 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)', 




601 FORMATl//1X, '****ENTER SYSTEM DESIGN DATA****',//) 
100 WRITE(N0, 1602) 
1602 FORMAT ( SX, 'ENTER NUMBER OF VESSELS IN SERI ES 
1 '(9 MAXIMUM)' ,/SX, 1H'?) 
READ(NJ,SOO)NY 
500 FORMAT( I 1) ' 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(N0,5500.lNY 
5500 FORMAT( 1><, 11) 
IF(NY.LE.O) GO TO 100 
WRITE(N0,602) 
602 FORMAT(/5X, 'ENTER NUMBER OF VESSELS IN SERIES WITH 
1 'PARALLEL VESSl!LS',/5X,1H'?) 
READ(Nl,500)LL 
IFIECHO)WRITEIN0,5SOO)LL 
IF(LL.LE.O) GO TO 109 
101 WRITE(N0,6031 
603 FORMAT(/SX, 'ENTER POSITIONS OF PARALLl!L VESSELS',/ 
1 lOX,'(EXAMPLE: 1,2,3, )',/ 
2 10X, ' ( -FIRST THRE·E POSITIONS HAYE 
3 'PARALLEL VESSELS) './SX, 1H'?) 
READ I NI. 500) I LLP (I I I I;: 1. LL) 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(N0,5500)(LLP(I),1=1,LL) 
DD 103 J;:l.LL 
IF(LLP(ll.LE.NVI GO TO 102 
WRITE(N0,604) 
604 FORMAT(IX,'*"***INYALIO VESSEL POSITION:s***'./) 
GO TO 101 
102 LLPI=LLPI I I 
WRITE(ND,605)LLPI 
605 FDRMAT(/SX, 'ENTER NUMBER OF PARALLEL VESSELS JN 
1 'POSITION ', 11,' 19MAXIMUM)',/5X,1H'?) 




606 FORMAT(SX,'ENTER VESSEL TYPE',/IOX,'CX-CATJDN EKCHANGER', 
1 /10X,'AX-ANJON EXCHANGER'/10X, 
2 'FG-FORC:EO DRAFT DEGASIFIER', 
3 /10X, 'VG-VACUUM DEGASIFIER' ,/) 
DO 115 J:1,NV 
110 WRITE(ND,601)1 






























































NAME: MAIN PAGE: 2 
co 
LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOY 18, 1983 T J ME : 1 5 : 4 8 : 1 0 
!SN 89 
!SN 90 











IS N 105 
I SN 106 


















ISN 1 29 
. . . * ... 1 . .•. 2 •. ' ... 3 ......... 4 .•. 
DD 111 J:: 1,' 
IF(CMD.EO.VT(J) I 60 TO 112 
111 CONTINUE 
WRITE(N0,608) 
. 5 ......... 6 . 
60S FORMAT( 1x. '"'*"'*IN"ALIO VESSEL TYPE••:n·• ,/1X, 
1 'ENTER VT FDR LIST OF VESSEL TYPES'./} 
GO TO 110 
112 IF(.J.NE.1) GD TO 113 
WRITE(NC,606) 
GOTD110 
113 IF(J.GE.5) GO TO 11• 
IF(J.E0.2)IYES(l ,1):1 
IF(J.E0.3)1YES(I, 1)•2 
IF(J.NE.4) GO TD 115 
IVES(l,11•3 
IMB= IMB+ 1 
IVES( I ,7) =IMB 
GO TD 1 15 




609 FORMAT(/SX,'ENTER REGENERATION MDDES',/10X, 
1 'INDICATE IF INDIVIDUAL OR SERIES • 
2 , 'REGENERATION 15 PERFORMED' ,/10X, 
3 '0-INDJVJDUAL',/IOX,'N-SERIES WHERE N JS•, 
4 'POSITION OF VESSEL WITH WHICH SERIES ',/12X, 
5 'REGENERATION JS PERFORMED',/) 
DD 125 1:1,NV 
IF(IVES(l,1).LE.O) GO TO 125 
IF(JVES(I,S).GT.O) GD 10 125 
WRITE ( N 0, 6 1 O) I 
610 FDRMAT(SX, 'VESSEL ',I 1,2H '?) 




C 125 CONTINUE 
WRlTE(ND,611) 
611 FORMAT(/SK,'ENTER SYSTEM FLOW RATE(GPM)', 






612 FORMAT(/SX, 'ENTER WATER ANALYSIS UNITS' ,/10)(, 
1 '1-MG/L AS SUCH',/10X,'2-MG/l AS CACD3', 
2 /10X, '3•MEQ/L' ,/SX, 1H~) 
READ I NI ,500) lWAU 
IF(ECHO}WRITE(ND,5SOO)JWAU 
IF(IWAU.LT.1.0R.IWAU.GT.3) CC TO 130 
WRITE(NO, 613) 
613 FORMAT(/5X, 'ENTER INFLUENT WATER AUALYSIS') 
DD 1•0 1=2,1• 
WRITE(N0,614)IONS(J-1) 







0000 1 1 40 

















































NAME; MAIN PAGE: 3 
00 
I'\) 
























































































1 s ·, 
183 
..... '1 . . . '2 ... . 3. 








JF(CNA.LE.O) GO TO 141 
WRJTE(N0,61S)CNA 
.4.' ...... s .... . 
615 FDRMAT(/SX,'SODIUM ADJUSTED TO',F10.2,'TO BALANC!') 
141 WRITEIN0,616) 
616 FDRMAT{/SX,'ENTER INFLUENT TEMPERATURE(FJ', 
1 /SX, IH'?) 
READ(Nl,S10)WAN(1, 15) 
1F(ECHO)WRITE(NO,S510)WAN(1, IS) 
I CR: 1 
WRITE(NC,61'7) 
617 FORMAT{/SX, 'ENTER CATION RESIN REGENERANT', 
1 /10K,' I-SULFURIC ACID' ,/10)(, 
2 '2-HYDRCCHLORIC ACID' ,/SX, 1H'?) 
READ(NI ,500} IC.Fl: 
c lFIECHO)WRITE(~o.ssooJICR 
I AR: - 1 
WRITEIN0,625) 
625 FORMATl//1X, '****ENTER VESSEL DESIGN DATA:J.*:s..a• ,//) 
IBW=O 
00200J=1,NV 
IF( IYES(J, 1) .LE .0) GO TO 190 




WRITE( NO, 626)J 
626 FDRMAT(/1X,'*•"' VESSEL ',11,' *-*"*') 
WRITE(NO, 627) 
627 FORMAT(/SK,'ENTER VESSEL DIAMETER (INCHES)', 
1 /SX, 1 H'?) 
~EAD(NI ,S10)VES(J, 1) 
IF(ECHD)WRITE(ND,SS10)VES(J, 1) 
WRITE(N0,628) 
628 FORMAT(/SX, 'ENTER VESSEL SIDE SHEET (INCHES)', 
I /SX, 1 H'?) 
READ I NJ ,SIO)VES(J,2) 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(NO,SSIO)YES(J,2) 
WRITE(NO. 620) 
620 FORMATl/SX, 'ENTER EFFECTIVE RESI~ DEPTH (INCHES)', 




630 FORMAT(/5X,'ENTER INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES)', 




T J ME : 1 S : 4 a : 1 0 
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. . . . 1 .... .. 2. . . 3. . .. 4 .. ..5 .. 
631 FORMAT( /SX. 'ENTER VESSEL WALL THICKNESS (INCHES)'. 






C 632 FORMATl/SX,'ENTER CATION/ANION RESIN RATIO', 
C 1 /SX, 1H'?) 
C READ(NI ,510JMBV( lMB, 1) 
C IF(ECHO)WRITE(ND,5S10)MBV(IMB, I) 
44 IF(IN0}144,147,144 
144 WRITE( NO, 633} (COT(L) ,L' 1,21 
633 FORMAT(/SX,"ENTER ',A4,A2,' RESIN TYPE' ,/IOX, 
1 •1oo~LJST OF GENERIC RESIN TYPE CODES',/10X, 
2 '200·LJST OF DOWEX RESIN TYPE CODES',/SX,IH~) 
'300·LlST OF AMBERLITE RESIN TYPE COOES',/IOX, 
'400·LIST OF' IONAC RESIN TYPE CODES',/10X, 
. 6 ......... 7. * . . .. 
































































6600 FORMAT( IX,' IRES = ', 13} 
IF( IRES GT .100) GO TO 145 
lF(IRES.GT.O) GO TO 1145 
WRITE(N0,6633) 
6633 FORMAT ( /SX, 'DOWEX RES IN TYPE CODES', 
1 11ox.~201 COWEX HCR-S', 
/10X, '221 DOWEX SBR·P', 
I 1 0 X , ' 2 4 I - DOWE X WG R ~ 2 ' • 
/SX, 1 H"?) 
GO TO 1144 
1145 IFIIRES.LT.20) GO TO 146 
GO TO 144 
146 IVES(J,6)=ICR 






JF(OIAG )WRITE( NO, 6600) IRES 
IF(lRES.CT.100) GO TO 148 
IF( IRES .GE.20) GO TC 10 
GO TO 147 
149 1VES(J,6)=IAR 
WRJTE(NO, 634) 
634 FORMAT ( /SX, 'ENTER REGENERANT TEMPERATURE ( F) •, 


























































































. * ... 1 ......... 2 .. . J ......... 4 ........• s. . . 6 ......... 7. * ....... 8 
IF(IND.EO.OIWR!TE(ND,635llANl(L),L•1,2) 
635 FORMAT(/SX,'ENTER ',A4,A2,' RESIN REGENER.ANT LEVEL', 
1 '(LB/CU FT)',/SX,1H?) 
READ(NJ ,510)VES(.J, 10) 
JF(ECHO)WRITE(N0,5510)VES(J, 10) 
IF ( IND . NE. O) WR IT E (ND, 6 3 6 I IC AT ( L ) , L • 1 , 2) 
IF I I ND . eo. 0 I WR I TE (ND. 63 6 I I AN l I L l . L • 1 • 2 I 
636 FORMAT(/SX,'ENTER ',A4,A2,' RESIN CAPACJTV EFFECTIVENESS', 
l ' (PERCENT)',/5X,1H?) 




IF( IND-. NE. 1) GO TD 200 
154 WRl~E(N0,63J)(ANI(L),L:1,2) 
READ(NI ,503) IMBV( IMS, 1) 
IF(ECHD)WR1TEIND,5503)JMBY(IMS, 1) 
IRES: IMBV( IMS, 1) 
155 1RE$=IRES-100 
IF(0JAG)WRITE(N0,6600)IRES 
IF( IRES .GT. 100) GO Tci 155 
IF(IRES.CE.20) ca TO 156 











MBY I IMS, JI' YES I J, 3) I I MBY I l MB, 1I+1. o) 
MSV I JMB. 2) :YES I J. 3) ·MBV ( lMB, 3) 
GD TO 200 
190 WRITE(N0,638) 
638 FORMAT(/SX, 'ENTER DEGAS IF I ER EFFLUENT co2·. 
1 ' CONCENTRATION', /SK, 1 H'? I 
READ.IN I ,510)WAN(J+1, 14) 
JF(ECHO)WRITE(ND,SS10)WANIJ+1, 14) 
IF(SUBI )WRITE I NO, 6660) 





641 FORMAT(1K,'RUN CURRENT CASE OR EDIT',/5K, 
1 '1-RUN',/5X,'2aEOIT',/1K, 1H'?) 
READ( NI. 500) lOP 
IFIECHO)WRITE{N0,5500)JOP 
JF(IOP.NE.1) GO TO 4000 
1000 DO 1200 J=1,NV 
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•. .. 1 .. . . 2. 
GD TD 1020 
1015 IYESIJ,2)=1 
VES(J,29)=QSYS 
3 ......... 4. . . . . .. 5 .. 
1020 IFllVES(J,1))1100,1100,1025 
1025 INO=JVES(J, 1)-2 
IF( IND) 1030, 1040, 1050 
1030 JF(SU6J )WRITE( NO, 6610) 
6610 FORMAT( 1X, 'CRESIN') 
CALL CRESJN(J) 
IF(SUBl)WRITE(N0,6680) 
6680 FORMAT( 1X, 'CRESIN' ,l1X, 'CREGN') 
CALL CREGN(J) 
IF(SUBI )WRITE(NO, 6690) 
6690 FDRMAT(IX,'CREGN') 
GD TD 1200 
1040 IFISUBl)WRITE(N0,6700) 
6700 FORMAT( 1X, 'ARESIN') 
CALL ARESIN(J) 
lf(SUBI )WRITE(ND, 6110) 
6710 FORMAT( IX, 'ARESIN' ,l1X, 'AREGN') 
CALL AREGN(J) 
IF( SUBJ )WRJTE(ND, 6120) 
6720 FORMAT I 1X, 'AREGN') 
GO TD 1200 
1050 CONTINUE 
GD TD 1200 
1100 JP:J+I 
CD2=WAN(JP, 14) 
DD 1105 1=1,15 




IF( IND) 1200, 1110, 1200 




GO TD 1200 
1200 CONTINUE 
IF(SUBJ)WRITE(N0,6730) 
6730 FORMAT ( 1 X, 'MASBAL •) 
CALL MASBAL(NV,TOP,OG,ON,TA,TC) 
JF(SUBJ )WRJTE(ND, 6730) 
IFI NOT.OIAG) GO TD 3000 
WRJTE(N0,2600) 
2600 FORMAT ( ISX, 'WAN', I] 




00 2100 .J::t,NY 
K=J•1 
WRITEIND,2602)J 
2602 FORMAT ( /SX, 'VESSEL '.I 1, I I) 
WRITE(N0,2603) 
TI ME : 1 5 : 4 8: IO 
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•. . I. . 2 ... 
2603 FORMAT(SX,'JYES',/) 
DO 2 605 I: 1. 8 
.. 3. 




2606 FORMAT ( /5X, 'YES',/) 
DO 2608 1=1,32 
WRITE(ND,2607) I ,VES(J, I) 
2607 FORMAT(SX. 12,SX,E12.6) 
2608 CONTINUE 
WRITElN0,2600) 





2620 FORMAT(/SX, 'TOP:• ,F10.2) 
C GO. TD 4000 
NV1 :NV+1 






. .. 4. . . . . . 5 . 
3600 FORMAT(SX, '**** OUTPUT SELECTION ****' ,//SX, 
1 'ENTER OUTPUT TYPE' ,/10X, ·o· - COMPLETE', 
2 /10X,'1 - SYSTEM OESJGN',/10X,'2 - SYSTEM , 
3 'PERFORMANCE',/10X, '3 - VESSEL DESJGN',/10X, 
. s ......... 1. • .•..... a 

























































5 ' DATA',/10X, '6 - EXIT PROGRAM',/5X, 1H"?) 
READ(NI,SOO)IDT 
IF(ECHC)WRITE(ND,SSOO)IDT 






3601 FORMAT(!5X,'**** OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN "'••• 1 ,//I 
WRITE(ND,3602)QSVS 
3602 FORMAT(5X,'SYSTEM FLOW RATE',10X,F6.1,' GPM') 
"WR J TE (NO, 3 603) (WUN J T ( IWAU, I ) , I :i 1, 4) 
3603 FORMAT(/SX,'INFLUENT WATER ANALYSJS',7X,4A4,/) 





3605 FORMAT ( /SX, 'INFLUENT TEMPERATURE', &X, F6 l ,·' F') 
WRITE(N0,3606} 
3606 FGRMAT(/SX, 'SYSTEM CDNFJ.GURATJDN' ,/) 
OD 3030 I: I, NV 
IVT•IYES(l,1)+3 
GO T0(3021,3022,3023,3023,3024,3025),IVT 
NAME: MAIN PAGE: 
OJ 
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. * . 1 •........ 2. .. 3 ......... 4. . .. - . - . 5 ..... ' - .. 6 .. 
3021 WRITE(N0,3607)1 
3607 FORMAT( IOX, 'VESSEL ',It, 12><, 'VACUUM OEGASIFlER') 
GD TO 3030 
3022 WRJTE(N0,3608)1 
3608 FORMAT (to><,' VESSEL ', 11, 12X, 'FORCED DRAFT DEGAS IF 1 ER' J 
GO TO 3030 
3023 WRITE(N0,3609)1 
3609 FORMAT( IOX, 'VESSEL ',I 1, 12X, 'CATION EXCHANGER') 
GO TO 3030 
3024 WRITE(N0,3610}1 
3610 FORMAT( tOX, 'VESSEL '.I 1, 12X, 'ANION EXCHANGER') 
GO TO 3030 
3025 WRITE(N0,3611)I 
3611 FORMAT( 10X, 'VESSEL ".I 1, 12X, 'MIXED BEO EXCHANGER') 
3030 CONTINUE 
WRITE(N0,36t2) 
3612 FORMAT{/SX, 'NUMBER OF VESSELS IN PARALLEL',/) 
DO 3040 J:=l,NV 
WRITE(ND,3613)1, IVES(l,2) 
3613 FORMAT(IOX,'VESSEL ',I1, 12X,I1) 
3040 CONTINUE 
WRITE:'(N0,3614) 
3614 FORMAT(/SX, 'Fl.ECiENERANT CHEMICALS', /IOX, 
1 'CATION RESIN' .ax, '93 PERCENT SULFURIC 
2 'ACID' ,/IOX, 'ANION RESIN' ,9X. 'SO PERc'Et:n 
3 'SODIUM HYDROXIDE') 
IF(COUT) GD TO 3100 
GO TD 3002 
3100 IPG=IPG+1 
CALL HEADG( IPG) 
WRITE(N0,3620) 
3620 FORMAT(5X,'*"** OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE****',//) 
WRJTE'(ND,3621 )OG,QN,TOP 
:?621 .FDRMAT(SX, 'THROUGHPUT' ,9X, 'GALLONS PER REGENERATION',. 
1 /10X, 'GRaSS', 1 IX,F10.0,/10X, 'NET', 13X,F10.0, 
2 //SX,'OPERATlNCi TIME',11X,F7.2,' HOURS') 
WRITE(N0,3622) (WUNIT( IWAU, I), l•l ,4) 
3622 FORMAT(/SX, 'EFFLUENT WATER ANALYSIS' ,7X,4A4,/) 




3623 FORMAT ( /SX, 'TOTAL REGENERANT', 3X, 'GAL LONS PER 
1 'REGENERATION',/10X,'ACI0',18X,F6.2, 
2 /10X, 'CAUSTIC', 1SX,F6.2) 
IFICOUT) GO TD 3220 
GO TO 3002 
3200 WRITE(N0,3630)NV 
3630 FORMAT(/SK,'ENTER VESSEL NUMBER OR NUMBERS•, 
1 /10X, 'FORMATS - N OR',/18X, '- N M', 
2 /IOX,'WHERE: N - INITIAL VESSEL', 
3 /lax. 'M - FINAL VESSEL'. 
4 /IOX,'EXAMPLE: 1 ',11,' - OUTPUT FOR ALL 
~ 'VESSELS',/SX,IH'?) 
READ(NI ,3500) lYI, IVF 
3500 FORMAT( II, IX,11) 
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* .. , . * ... I . .. 2 ........• 3 •. . . 4 ......... 5. . 6 ......... 7. *. . .... I 
JF(ECHD)WRITE(N0,3560)JY1,JVF 
3560 FORMAT(IX,I1,1X,J1) 
lF(IYF.NE.O) GO TO 3210 
I VF: I YI 
GO TO 3230 
3210 If(IVl.GT.IYF) GO TO 3200 
GO TO 3230 
3220 I Y 1; 1 
I v·F; Nv 




3640 FDRMAT(SX,'***"" VESSEL ',11,' DESIGN•***',//) 
IF(IVES(l,1).LT.O) GO TO 32&0 
WRITE(N0,3641)VES(I,1),YES(l,7),VES(l,2},VES(J,6),VES(I,24) 
3641 FDR.MAT(S·X, 'OUTSIDE DIAMETER I INCHES)', 11X,F10.1, 
1 //SX, 'WALL THICKNESS (INCHES)',1SX,F10.3, 
2 //SX,'STRAJGHT SIDE (INCHES)'.14X,F10.I, 
3 //SX, 'AREA (SQUARE FEET)', 19X,F10.2, 





3642 FORMAT(/SX, 'RESIN TYF'E' ,29X, 'OOWEX ',2A4} 
TVOL=VES(J,6)*(VES(I,4)+YES(l,5))/12.0 
WRITE(N0,3643)YES(I,5),VES(l,3),YES(l,4),TYOL,VES(l, 12) 
3643 FDRMAT(/SX, 'EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES)',6X,F10.1, 
1 //SX, 'EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME ICU FT)' ,6X,F10.1, 
2 //SX,'INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (1NCHES)',4X,f10.1, 
3 //SX,'TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU fT)',10X,F10.1, 
4 //SX,'CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT)',4X,F10. 1) 
Jf{JYES(I,1).EO 1)WRITE(ND,3644lVES(l,10) 
3644 FDRMAT(/Sx,•REGENERANT LEVEL (LB 93~ H2SD4/CU FT)',SX, 
1 F4. 1) 
IF(JVES(J, 1).E0.2)WRITEIN0,364S)YES(J,10) 
3645 FDRf'1AT(/5X, 'RECENERANT LEVEL (LB 100~ NAOH/CU FTI ',SX, 
1 F 4. 1 ) 
IF( IVES( I, 1) .E0.2)WR1TE(N0,3646)YES(I,31) 
3646 FORMAT(/SX,'REGENERATJON TEMPERATURE (f)',8X,F10.1) 
GO TO 3210 
3280 IF(IVES(l,1).EO.·l)WRITE(N0,36SO)(WUNIT(IWAU,J),J•l,4), 
1 WANIJ+1,14) 
3650 FDRMATISX,'FORCED DRAFT DEGASJFJER',1•X,•A4, 
t //SX, 'EFFLUENT CARBON OJDXIDE', 17X,F10.4) 
IF(IVES(l,1) .E0.·2)WRITE(N0,3651)(WUNIT(IWAU,J),J•1,4), 
1 WAN(J+l, 14) 
3651 FORMAT(SX,'VACUUM DEGASIFJER',20X,•A4, 
1 //SX,'EFFLUENT CARBON DIOXJDE',17X,F10.4) 
3290 CONTINUE 
IF(COU·T} GO TO 33.20 
GO TD 3002 
3300 WRITE(N0,3630) 
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• . . . . * ... 1 •. . • . 2. . . . . . .. 3 ......... 4 .. . . s. . . . . . . 6. . ..... , . "l' •• . .. 
IF(IYf·.NE.O) GO TD 3310 
IVF;JVJ 
GO TD 3320 
3310 IF(IVI.GT.IVF) GO TO 3300 




3660 FDRMAT(SX,'**~• VESSEL ',11,' PERFORMANCE•~*•',//) 
IF{IVES{l,1).LT.O) GO TD 3380 
UTIL=VES(J ,9)/VES( l ,S):tR100 
WRITE (NO , 3 6 6 1 ) YES I I , 1 3 l ·,YES ( I , IS) , V ES ( I , 9 J , UT IL , YES ( J , 1 4) 
3661 F.ORMAT(5X,'CAPACITV:',/10X,'RESIN (KGR AS CACOJ/CU FT)', 
1 6X,FI0.2,/10X,'VESSEL U<GR AS CAC03)', 11X,F10.2, 
2 /10X, 'LOAD (KGR AS CAC03) ', 13X,F10.2,/10X, 
3 'UTILIZATION (PERCENT)', llX,FI0.2,/SX, 
4 'THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN)',13X,F10.0) 
WRITE (NO, 36 62) (WUN IT ( IWAU, J) , J' 1. 4) 
3662 FORMAT(/SX,'EFFLUENT WATER ANALYSIS',7X,4A4,/) 
. DO 3330 J=2, 14 
WRITE(ND,3604)IONS(J-1),WAN(I+1,J) 
3330 CONTINUE 
WRITE( .. 0,3663) 
3663 FORMAT(/5X, 'REGENERATION SUMMARY:' ,//12><, 
1 'STEP', 16X,'FLOW',10X, 'YOl.UME',8)(, 
2 'DURATION',/31X,'(GPM)',11X,'(GAL)',9X, 
3 '(MIN)',/I 
WR I TE ( N 0 , 3 6 6 4 ) VE S ( I , 2 0 ) , YES ( I , 1 5 ) , VE S ( I , 2 5 ) 
3664 FORMATISX, 'BACKWASH', 13X,F10. 1,5><,F10.0,SX,F10 2) 
WRJTE(N0,3665) 
3665 FORMAT(SX, 'REGN APPLICATION' ,/lOX, 'RECENERANT') 
IVTP=IYES(I,1) 
GD T0(3340,33SO),IVTP 
3340 IF(VES(l,22) .LT.O} GO TO 3345 
WRJTE(N0,3666)VES(I,22),VES(l,17),VES(l,26) 
3666 FORMAT( 15X, 'AT 6~~ H2S04' ,F10.1,5X,f10.0,5X,F10.2) 
WRITE(N0,3667)VES(l,21),VES(l,16),VES(l,26) 
3667 FORMAT(10X,'OILUTION WATER',2X,F10. 1,5X,FI0,0,SX,F10.2) 
GD TO 3360 
3345WRITE(N0,3668)RO(l,1),RYOL(I,1),TSTEP(l,1) 
3668 FORMAT( 15X, 'AT 2% H2S04',F10.1,5X,F10.0,SX,F10.2} 
IF(ISTEP(I) .LT.2) GO TO 3346 
WR!TE(N0,3669)RO(l,2),RVOL(l,2),TSTEP(l,2) 
3669 FORMAT( IS><. 'AT 4% H2SD4',F10. 1,S><,F10.0,SX,F10.2I 
IF(!STEP(l).LT.3) GO TO 3346 
WRITE(ND,3666)RO( 1,3) ,RVOL( I ,3) ,TS TEP( 1,3) 
IF(ISTEP(l).LT.4) GO TO 3346 
WRITE (ND, 3 6 70) RO ( I , 4 ) , RV 0 L ( I , 4) . TS TOP ( I . 4) 
3670 FORMAT(15X,'AT I~ H2S04',F10.1,SX,F10.0,5X,F10.2) 
3346 WRJTE(N0,3671) 
3671 FORMAT(10X,'DILUTION WATER') 
WRIT£(N0,366!)YES(l,21),DVOL(~. 11,TSTEP(l,1) 
IF(ISTEP(I) .LT.2) GO TO 3360 
WR!TE{N0,3669)VES( 1,21) ,DVOL( 1,2) ,TSTEP( 1,2) 
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* .... "" _.I.. . . . . . . 2 .. . .. 3. . 4. . ...... 5. - ... 6. . . .... 7."' . .a 
lF(lSTEP(l).LT.4) GD TO 3360 
WRJTE(ND,3670)VES(l,21).DVOL(J,4),TSTEP(J,4) 
CO TD 3360 
3350 WRITEIN0,3&72)VES(J,22),YES(l,17),YESII,26) 




3673 FORMAT(SX,'SLDW RINSE', 11X,F10. 1,5X,F10.0,SX,F10.2} 
WRITE(ND,3674)VES(l,24),YES(l, 19),VES(I,28) 




1 WAN ( I+ 1 , 1 4 I 
3390 CONTINUE 
GD TD 3002 
4000 CONTINUE 
WRITE(ND,4600) 
4600 FORMAT(//IX.'**"'*EDIT MENU***"',//SX, 
1 '0 RUN CURRENT CASE',/SX, 
2 '1 LIST PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION', /5X, 
3 '2 LIST SYSTEM DESIGN DATA' ,/SX, 
4 '3 LIST VESSEL DESIGN DATA',/SX, 
5 '4 LIST VESSEL DESIGN DEFAULTS',/SX, 
6 '5 EDIT PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION',/SX, 
7 '6 EDIT SYSTEM DESIGN DAT~',/SX, 
C a 1 7 EDIT VESSEL DESIGN DATA',/SX, 
9 '8 EOIT VESSEL DESIGN OEFAULTS',/5X, 
0 '9 NEWPROBLEM;,/SX,1H'?) 
READ(Nl,SOO)IEM . 
lF(ECHD)WRITE(ND,SSOO)IEM 
IF(IEM.EO.O)GD TO 1000 
GO T0(4010,4020,•030,4040,4100,4200,4300,4400, 10),IEM 
4010 WRITE(N0,4605) 
4605 FDRMAT(/SX, '****PROBLEM IOENTIFlCATIDN***""'} 
WR1TEIN0,4606)(TITLE(l),J:1, 10), (JONUM(J),J:1,4) 
4606 FORMAT(/SX,'TITLE: ',10A4,//5X,'ID NO: ',4A4} 
WRITE(ND,4607)(UNAME(l),l•l,6), (OATE(J),J•1,5) 
4607 FORMAT(/SX,'USER NAME: ',6A4,//5X,'DATE: ',SA•) 
WRITE(N0,4610) 
4610 FORMAT(//1X, '*""""*ENTER SELECTIDN*"**',/SX, 
1 'O - RETURN TO EDIT MENU' ,/SX, 
2 '1 • RUN CURRENT CASE',/1X,1H1) 
READ(NI ,500) ISL 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(ND,5500)ISL 
ISLeJSL+1 
GO TO (4000,1000),lSL 
4020 WRITE(N0,4611) 
4611 FORMAT(/SX, '****SYSTEM DESIGN DATA"'***',/) 
WRITEfN0,3602)0SVS 
WRITE( NO ,3603 l (WUNIT ( IWAU, l J, J = 1 ,4) 
DO 4021 lc2, 14 
WR I TE (NO, 3604) I ON5 (I· 1 I , WAN ( 1 , I ) 
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.1 ......... 2.. .3 ......... 4. .5 ......... 6 .... ' .... '7.• ....... 8 
WRITEIND,3606) 
DO 402'7 1=1,NV 
JVT: IVES( I, I )+3 
GD TO (4022,4023,4025,4026), IVT 
4022 WRJTE(N0,3607)1 
GO TO 4027 
4023 WRITEtN0,3608)1 
CO TO 4027 
4024 WRITE(N0,3609}1 
GO TO 402'7 
4025 WRITE(N0,3610]1 











GO TO (4000,1000),ISL 
4030 WRJTE(ND,3630)NV 
READINI,3SOO)JVI, IVF 
IF(ECHD)WRITEfN-0,3560) IVI. IVF 
IF{JVF.NE.O)GO TO 4031 
t VF: IV I 
GO TO 4032 
4031 JF(JVJ.GT.IYF)G~ TO 4030 
4032 00 403S J:JVJ ,IVF 
WRITEtN0,3640)1 
IF( IVES( I, 1) .LT.O)GO TO 4038 
WRITE(N0,4620)YES(I, 1),YES(l,7),VES(l,21 
4620 FORMAT(SX,'OUTSIDE DJAMETER(tNCHES)', 11X,F10. 1, 
1 //SX, 'WALL THICKNESS( INCHES)', 15X,F10.l, 





WRITE(NO, 4621)YES(1,5) ,VES( 1,4) ,YES( I, 12) 
4621 FORMAT(/SX,'EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH(INCHES)',6X,F10.1, 
1 //SX,'INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH(JNCHES)',4X,F10. 1, 
2 //SX, 'CAPCJTV EFFECTIVENESS(PERCENT)',4X,F10. 1) 
JFlJVES(I, l).EO. 1)WRITE(N0,3644)VES(l,10) 
IF(IYE5(1,1).EQ.2)WRITE(N0,3645)VES(I, 10) 
IF(IVESll,1).EQ.2)WRITE(N0,3646)YES(l,31) 
GO TO 4039 
4038 lF(IVES(l,1).EQ.-1 )WRITE(N0,3650)(WUNIT(lWAU,J),J=1,4), 
1 WANtI+l,14) 
IF(IYESll,1).EQ.-2)WRITE(N0,3&51)(WUN!T(1WAU,J),J•1,4), 




























































NAME; MAIN PAGE: 1 3 
l.O 
N 



















































































































4 6 30 




GD ro (4000, 1000), ISL 
WRITE(N0,3630)NY 
READ(Nl ,3500) IYI, IYF 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(N0,3560)IVI, IYF 
IF(IYF.NE.O) GO TO 4041 
I VF: IV I 
GO TD 4042 
IF(IVJ.GT.IVF) GD TO •o•o 
DO 4060 I=IYl,IVF 
WRITE(ND,•830)1 
FORMAT(SX,'•z~•VESSEL ',11,' DEFAULTS~•~•·,//) 
IF(IYES(l,1).LT.O) GO TO 4060 . 
FORMAT(SX,'BACKWASH TlME(MlN): ',25X,F10 1) 
IF( IVESI I ,3) .EQ.201 )IRES•1 
IF(IVESII,3) .EQ.221)1RES•2 
IFI IVESI 1,3) .EQ.241 )IRES'3 
GO TO (4043,.044,4045), IRES 
BDEX=SO.O 
FRY1125 O*YES(l,3) 









4632 FDRMAT{/SX, 'BED EXPANSION(%):' ,28X,F10.1 J 
IF(IRES.NE.2) GD TO 4047 
JFIYES( 1,26) .NE.O)APTM:VES( l ,26} 
WRITE(N0,4633)APTM 
4633 FORMAT(/SX, 'ANION REGENER.ANT APPLICATION TIME(MlN): 
1 sx IF 10. 1) 
4047 IF(YES(I, 18) .NE.O)GO TO •048 
SRV:(VESII.3)/2.0+0.75*YESII,6})a:1 .5•7.4& 
GO TC 4049 
404& SRV:VES(I, 18} 
404S WRITE(N0,4634)SRV 
4634 fDRMATl/SX,'SLOW RINSE VOLUME( GAL)' ',21X,F10.1) 
lf(VESII,19) .NE.O)FRV•VES(l,101 
WRITEIND,4635)FRV 




































































NAME: MAIN PAtiE: 1 • 
ID 
w 



























































































7 5 1 
752 
* .... * ... 1 . .. 2 ......... 3. . ... 4. . 5. . . 6. . . . . . . 7. * .. . . a 
iF(ECHO)WRITE(N0,3560)1Vl,IVF 
IF(IVF.NE.O)GO TO 4401 
I VF: I Y l 
GO TO 4402 
4401 lf(IVl.GT.!Vf) GO TO 4400 
4402 DO 4500 J:IYJ,IYF 
IF(IYES(I, 1) .LT.OJ GD TO 4500 
4403 WRITE(N0,4650)1 
4650 FORMAT(SX,'•~**EOIT VESSEL ',11,' DEFAULTS****', 
1 /10X,'1 CHANGE BACKWASH TIME', 
2 / 1 OX, '2 - CHANGE BACKWASM BED EX PANS I ON', 
3 /IOX, '3 • CHANGE SLOW RINSE VOLUME', 
4 /10X,'4 - CHANGE FAST RINSE VOLUME') 
IF{IVES(l,I) .E0.2)WRITE{N0,4651) 
4651 FORMAT( 10X, '5 - CrlANGE ANION REGENERANT APPLICATION TIME' I 
REAO(Nl,500) ISL 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(NO,SSOO)lSL 
GO TD (4410,4420,4430,4440,4450),ISL 
4410 WRITE(N0,4655) 
4655 FORMAT(/SX, 'ENTER BACKWASH ·TIME(MINUTES)', /SX, 1H'?) 
REAO(NI,510)YES(l,25) 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(NO,SSIO)VES(l,25) 
GO TO 4460 
4420 W~JTE(N0,4656) 
4656 FORMAT{/sx.·ENTER BACKWASH BED EXPANSIDN(PERCENT)',/SX,IH?) 
RE.AD(NI ,510)VES{I ,30) 
IFIECHO)WRITE{N0,5510)VES(l,30) 
GO TD 4460 
4430 WRITE(N0,4657) 
4657 FORMAT(/SX, 'ENTER SLOW RINSE VOLUME(GALLONS)' ,/SX, 1H'?) 
READ(NO,SlO)VES{l,18) 
1F(ECHO)WRITE(N0,5510)VES(l,16) 
GO TO 4460 
4440 WRJTE(ND,465&) 
4S5S FORM.O.T(/SX,'ENTER FAST RINSE VOl..UMEIGALLONS)',/5X,1H'?) 
READ{NI ,510)YESI I, 19) 
IF(ECHO)WRITE(NO,SS10)YESII, 19) 
GD TD 4460 
4450 WRITE(N0,4659) 
4659 FORMAT(/SX, 'ENTER REGENERANT APPl..ICATIOH TIME(MINUTES) ', 




4665 FORMAT(//1X, '*"*•ENTER SELECTION*-***• ,/SX, 
1 '0 ~ CONTINUE TO EDIT DEFAULTS' ,/SX, 
2 'I ~RETURN TO EDIT MENU',/SX, 




GO TO (4470,4000, 1000),ISL 
4470 WRITE(N0,4666) 
4 6 6 6 F 0 RMA T ( I I 1 X , ' * :r: * .s: ENTER SELECT I 0 N * • * * ' , / S X , 
1 'O SAME VESSEL' ,/SX, 

























































NAME: MAIN PAGE: IS 
~ 
~ 
LEVEL 1.3.0 {MAY 1983} VS FORTRAN 
* . . :s . 1 ... ' . . . . 2. . 3 .. 
!SN 753 REAO(NI ,soo} ISL 
!SN 754 IF(ECHO)WRITE(N0,5SOO)ISL 
!SN 756 JSL=ISL+1 
ISN 757 GO T 0 (4403,4500).ISL 
!SN 75• 4500 CONTINUE 
!SN 759 5000 STOP 
IS·N 760 END 
VS FORTRAN ERROR MESSAGES 
DATE: NOV 1a. 1983 T 1 ME ; 1 5 : 4 a : 1 O 






OOOOl_J 1 0 
ooooi>4 20 
NAME: MAIN 
1FX0030I CNTL O( I l TRMFLG HAS BEEN SPECIFIED BUT SYSTERM IS NOT A TERMINAL. TRMFLG CANCELED. 
astATlSTJCS• SOURCE STATEMENTS = ssa. PROGRAM· Sl2E 39060 SYTES, PROGRAM NAME = MAIN PAGE: I. 
~STATISTJCSa 1 DIAGNOSTIC GENERATED. SEVERITY CODE IS 0. 
"'**~~• END OF COMPILATION 1 ***"'*~ 
PAGE: I 6 
l.D 
Ul 
LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 19&3) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 1&, 1983 TlME: 15:48: 12 PAGE' 17 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NDLIST NOMAP NOXREF NOGDSTMT NODECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FIXED NOTEST NOTRMFLC SRCFLG NOSYM 












!SN I 2 
!SN I 3 
!SN 14 
• $ ... 1 •. . 2. . . . .. 3 .... - .... 4 .. . s .. 
BLOCK CATA 
OIMENSJON JVES(S, a) ,VESl9,32) ,MBV(2,20], 











DATA Nl,NO. IOUT/S,6, 1/ 
DATA ISTEP/S::rO/ 
END 

















:t-STATISTJCS:s SOURCE STATEMENTS 14, PROGRAM SIZE O BYTES, PROGRAM NAME BL KOT# PAGE: 
•STATISTICS• NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 




LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 19!3) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 19!3 TI ME : 15 : 4 8 : 1 3 PAGE: ,. 
OPTIONS lN EFFECT: NOLIST NOMAP NOXREF NOGOSTMT NOOECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FIXED NOTEST NOTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSYM 











!SN 1 2 
!SN 13 













I SN 28 
!SN 29 




•. *· .. 1 ......... 2 ........ 3 .. ······ .4. 
SUSRDUTINE WATCON (IWAµ,WAN,CNAJ 
LOGICAL OL 
DIMENSION WAN( 10, 15} ,CFS{ 13) 








IF ( 1 HD} 1 00, 1 20, 1 1 O 
100 DO 101 I ::2, 14 
WAN(t, I ):WAN( 1, I )•CFS( 1~1) 
101 CONTINUE 
GO TD 120 
110 DO 111 1=2,14 
WAN{ 1,l)=WAN(1,I)•CFE 
111 CONT I NUE 
120 CAT :WAN ( 1, 2 J +WAN ( 1, 3 J +WAN ( 1, 4) +WAN ( 1, SJ +WAN ( 1, 6) 
ANJ :WAN( 1,7)+WAN( 1.8)+\\'AN( 1,9J+WAN( 1, 10)+WAN{ 1, 11) 
1 +WAN { 1 , 1 2 ) 
Dlf;ANJ·CAT 
IF(DIF.LE. 1.0} GD TC 130 
IF(DIF.GE.·1.0) GO TD 130 
WAN( 1,S)::WAN( 1,S)+DJF 
CNA•WAN(I,5) 
IF ( IND} 121 , 1 30, 122 
121 CNA•WANl1,S)/CFSl4) 
GO TD 130 
122 CNA:WAN(t,5)/CFE 







































:s:STATlSTICS• SOURCE STATEMENTS : 32, PROGRAM SIZE 1944 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME WATCDN PAGE: 
:s:STATISTICS• NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 




LEVEL 1 .3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV la, 1983 TI ME: IS : 4 8 : 1 3 PAGE: 19 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NOLIST NDMAP NOXRE~ NOGOSTMT NOCECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT Fl~ED NDTEST NDTRMFLG SRCFLG NDSVM 






























* ....•... 1 . . . . . . .. 2. . ... 3. 




CATA CFS,CFE/1. 14,SO.O/ 
OL: .FALSE. 
IF( !OUT.GE. S)QL= .TRUE. 
I:: ..I+ 1 
IND: IWAU•2 
IF( IND} 100, 120, 110 
100 WAN(I,14):WAN(J,14)•CFS 
GO TO 120 
. . 4 . 
110 WAN (I, 14) :WAN ( J, 14) :t CFE 






















•STATISTICS• SOURCE STATEMENTS : 17, PROGRAM SIZE 1122 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME DE CON PAGE: 
•STATISTICS~ ND DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 




LEVEL 1 . 3. O I MAY 198 3) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 11, 1983 TIME: 15:4&:13 PAGE: 20 




























































































NOLIST NOMAP NOXRfF NOGOSTMT NODECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FIXED NDTEST NOTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSYM 
OPT(O) LANGLVL(66) NOFIPS FLAG(!) NAME(MAIN ) LINECDUNT(60) CHARLEN(500) SDUMP 
.1 ..••.•••. 2. . .... 3 ...•..... 4 . .s ......... 6. . .. 7.• ....... a 
SUBROUTINE CRESJN (J) 
LDGJCAL OL 





IF( IOUT.GE.S)QL: .TRUE. 
R100:100.0 
TC:WAN(J,2)+WAN(J,3)+WANIJ,4)+WAN(J,S)+WAN(J,6) 




JF(T~.GT.0.0) GO TD 50 
PMGN=o.o 
GO TD 51 
50 PMGN;WAN(J,4)/TH•R100 
51 ALK=WAN(J,7)+WAN(J,8)+WANIJ,9) 
TMA;ALK+WAN(J, 10}+WAN(J, 11)+WAN(J.12) 
PALK=ALK/TMA•R100 
!R•IYES(J,3) 
l F ( Q L )WR J TE (NO, 6 O 1 ) TC, AL K • TMA, P NA. 
1 ·. PALK,PMG,PCA,PMGN,IR 
601 FORMATl1X,'TC: ',E12.5,/1X,•ALK=· ',E12.5,/1X, 
t "TMA; ',E12.5,/1X,'P-NA: ",E12.5,/1X,'PALK= 
2 E 1 2 . 5 . I 1 x •• PMG:; , I E 1 2 . s • I 1 x •• p CA:; •• E 1 2 . 5. I 1 x. 




GD TD 1101,110).l 
101 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
GO TD 1000 
200 J:(IR-200)/10+1 
CD TO (201,203,211),l 
201 IF(OL)WRlTE(N0,602) 
602 FORMAT ( 1 X, 'DHCRS') 
CALL DHtRS(J) 
IF(OL)WRJTE(N0,602) 
GO TO 999 
203 CONTINUE 
211 CONTINUE 
GO TD 1000 
300 l•IIR·J00)/10+1 
GD TO (301,311], I 
301 CONTINUE 
311 C·ONTJNUE 
CD TO 1000 
400 J:(JR·400)/10+1 
GO TO 401 
























































LEVEL 1 .3.0 (MAV 1983) Vs' FORTRAN DATE: NOY 11, 19&3 TIME: 15:48:13 PAGE: 22 





































































DPTJO) LANGLYLl66) NDFIPS FLAG(I) UAME(MAJN ) LINECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(SOO) SDUMP 




. 4. . s ..... 
DIMENSION WAN( 10, 15) ,JVESl9,8) ,VES(9,32J,DNALl9J, 
1DMLI9), DBL Ii), DPNC I 6 J, DPAC I 3 J, DMC ( 6, 3). DBC ( 6. 3), 
2 DC T I S I , D FT I 5 I , DBW I i I , D ! E I 9 ) 




190 o, 100.0/ 
DATA DML/·1 .243, -0.4142, -0.2629, -0. 17C5, -0.115"1, 
1 • o. 08 44 1 . - o . os 02 8, - o. 04 2 37 ... o . 03 4 4 s I 
DATA DSL/2 503,2.S03,2."719,2."115,2."707,2.743, 
-1 2. 7 8 1, 2 . a 2 s. 2·. 9 4 3 / 
DATA A1 'A2. A3. A4/ 1. oooa 14' .. 6. 109762E"3' 
1·8.64853SE·6,-3.016536E-7/ 
DATA- DPNC/0.0,20.0 1 40.0.,60.0,80.0, 100.0/ 
DATA DPAC/o.o,so.o·.100.01 
DATA DMC/O. f232112,0.1113266,0.1020951,0.0921041, 
10.0752088,0.0882422,0.1232112,0. 1122203,0.1008939, 
20.0977334,0.0838716,0.0971294 1 0.1232112,0. 11C3136, 
30.1029766,0.0977334,0.0838716,0.0971294/ 
DATA DBC/-0.4836166,-0.35785"7,•0.258914,-0.0763162, 







. 6 ..... . 
DATA FF1 ,FF2,FF3, FFC/1 .14S102E+2, -3.056652,3. 15C240E-·2, 
1• 1.242690E·4/ 
DATA DCT/0.0,25.0,50 0,75 0, 100.0/ 
DATA DFT/0.5,0.5, 1.0, 1.5,2.25/ 





JF{ IOUT.CE.IS) QL;: .TRUE. 
DO 1 K;:2,6 
TDS:TDS+WAN(J,K) 
1 CONTINUE 
WAN{~. I) •TDS 
DO 2 1=1,15 














































































" .... * .. 1 .. 
GO TO 1000 
999 RETURN 
. 2. . .. 3 .. 
1000 WRITE fN0,600)J 
4. . 5. 
600 FORMAT(5X, "*c-:s•SELECT ANOTHER CATION RESJN•:t:i::s', 












NAME: CRESIN PAGE: 
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS : SS, PROGRAM SIZE JZ24 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME CRESlN PAGE: ~o. 
*STATISTICS• Nn DJACNOSTlCS GENERATED. 
"'***"'* END OF COMPILATION S· ****** 
21 
0 
LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 1983 
lSN 39 
lSN 40 









lSN s 1 











































. * ... 1 ......... 2 ......... 3. 
TNAL:O.O 
GO TO 4 
. 4.... . . .. s. 
J FA:~1+PALK*lA2+PALK•(AJ+PALK~A4)) 
CM=F1IPNA,9,DNAL,OML) 






IF(PMGN.GT.0.0) GO TD 5 
CMCi::.O. O 




IF(VES(J,S).GT.18.~) GO TO 10 
FBD•(VES(J,5)/18.0)•0.71 
GO TO 20 , 
10 IFIVESIJ,S) .GT.60.0) GO TO 15 
X 'VES ( J. 5) 
Fac=1e1+x•1e2+x*(BJ+X•B4l IJ/Rtoo 




IF(OPA.GT.5.0) GO TO 30 
FSR•.1. 0 
GO TO 40 
%0 FSR:(FF1+QPA*(FF2+0PA•(FF3+QPA•FF4) ))/R100 








"ES(J, 81 :CAP 
IF(VES{J,30).GT.O.O) GO TD SO 
YES(J,30),50.0 
SO BWRA::.Ft (VES(J,30) ,9,DBE,OBW)•( t .O+O.OOS•IWAN(J, IS) 














T I ME : 1 S : 4 a : t 3 





























































LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 1183 TI ME : 15:48: 1 3 

















SOURCE STATEMENTS= 97, PROGRAM SI2E 
:sSTATISTICS~ NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 
:s:s:s~•• END OF COMPILATION 6 ••••~• 













LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 19631 VS FORTRAN DATE: NOY 18, 1983 TI ME: 1 S: 4 8: 14 PAGE' 25 
OPTIONS lN EFFECT: NOLIST NOMAP NOXREF NDGDSTMT NODECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FIXED NOTEST NDTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSYM 
OPTIO) LANGLVLl66) NOFIPS FLAGll) NAMEIMAIN ) LINECOUNT(60) CHARLENISOO) SOUMP 
• .... • ... 1 ......... 2 ......... 3 ......... 4 ......... s ......... & •••••.•.. 7.• ....... a 
ISN 1 SUBROUTINE ARESIN IJl 00010840 
ISN 2 DIMENSION WANI 10, 15), IVESl9,a) ,VES(S,32) 00010150 
ISN 3 COMMON /10/Nl,NO,IOUT 00010·110 
ISN 4 COMMON /DESO/WAN,VES,IVES 00010170 
ISN 5 COMMON /AWAT/TA,TMA,PSl,PCLM,PWA,PCLT 00010110 
ISN 6 R100=100.0 00010190 
ISN 7 TMA=WAN(J, 10)+WAN(J, I 1)+WANIJ,12) 00010900 
ISN 8 TWA•WANIJ,13)+WANIJ,14) 00010910 
ISN 9 ERR•WANIJ,7)+WANIJ,8)+WANIJ,9) 00010920 
ISN 10 IFIERR)I001, 1,1001 00010930 
ISN .11 1 TA=TWA+TMA 00010940 
ISN 1 2 PWA:TWA/TA*RIOO 00010950 
ISN 13 PSl:WAN(J, 13)/TA•R100 00010160 
ISN 14 PCLM=IWAN(J, 11)+WAN(J,12) J/TMA•R100 00010970 
ISN 15 PCLT•l.WANIJ, 11) .. WANIJ,12) !ITA•R100 00010180 
ISN 16 IR'IVESIJ,3) 00010990 
ISN 17 JF(IDUT.EO.S)WRITE(ND,&Ol)TA,TMA,PSl,PCLM, 00011000 
1 PWA I pc LT I ] R 00011010 
ISN 19 601 FORMAT 11 X, 'TA: ',E12.S,/1X, 'TMA• ',E12.S,/1X, 00011020 
1 'PS I: ',E12.5,/1X, 'PCLM: ',E12.5,/1X, 00011030 
2 'PWA: ',E12.5,/1X,'PCLT• ',E12.5/1X, 00011040 
3 'IR• •• 13) 00011050 
ISN 20 l•IR/100 00011060 
ISN 21 GO TO 1100,200,300,400),l 00011070 
ISN 22 100 l•llR-100)/10-1 00011010 
ISN 23 GO TO ( 120, 130, 140~ I I 00011080 
ISN 24 120 CONTINUE 00011100 
ISN 25 130 CONTINUE 00011110 
ISN 26 140 CONTINUE 00011120 
ISN 27 GO TO 1000 00011130 
ISN 28 200 I ' I IR - 200) / 1 o- 1 00011140 
ISN 29 GO TO 1221,231,240), I 00011·1so 
ISN 30 221 IFllOUT.EQ.S)WRITEIN0,602) 000111 so 
ISN 32 602 FORMATl1X,'OSBRP') 00011170 
ISN 33 CA~L OSBRPIJJ 00011110 
ISN 34 IFllOUT.EQ.SJWRITEIN0,602) 00011190 
ISN 36 GO TO 999 00011200 
ISN 37 231 CONTINUE 00011210 
ISN 38 GO TO 1000 000 11,220 
ISN 39 240 I:JRa240 00011230 
ISN 40 GO TO 1241,242), I 000112.to 
ISN 41 241 IFllOUT.EQ.S)WRITE(N0,603) 00011250 
ISN 43 603 FDRMATl1X,'OWGR2') 00011260 
ISN 44 CALL OWGR2IJ) 00011270 
ISN 45 IFllDUT.EQ.S)WRITEIN0,603) 00011210 
ISN 47 GO TO 999 00011290 
ISN 48 242 CONTINUE 00011300 
·ISN 49 GO TO 1000 00011310 
15N so 300 l•llR-300)/10-1 00011320 
ISN 51 GO TO 1321. 331,341 J, I 00011330 
ISN 62 321 CONTINUE 00011340 
ISN 53 331 CONTINUE 00011350 




LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 1983 
... • • • :a: ••. 1. .• 2 ...•....• 3' .. . 4 - . . . . . 5. 
ISN 55 GO TO 1000 
!SN 56 400 J:( IR-400)/10-1 
!SN 51 GO TO 421 
l SN 58 • 2 1 CONTINUE 
!SN 59 GD TO ·1000 
ISN 60 999 RETURN 
JSN 6 1 1000 WRJTE(N0,600}~ 
!SN 62 600 FORMAT(SX, '**"-'*SEi.ECT ANOTHER ANION RESIN****', 
1 /SX, 'Sj::J•fOR VESSEL', 11, '•***' J 
!SN 63 1001 CONTINUE 
l SN 64 RETURN 
!SN 65 END 
TIME: 15:48:14 













NAME: ARES l N PAGE: 
•STATISTICS• SOURCE STATEMENTS : 60, PROGRAM S 1 ZE 3326 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME ARES IN PAGE: 25. 
•STATISTICS• NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERArea 




LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 19~3) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 11. 1983 • TIME: 15:48:14 PAGE: 27 















IS N ts 
OPT(O) LANGLVL(66) NOFJPS FLAG(J) NAME(MAlN ) LINECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(SOO) SDUMP 





1 . OSL7S(11,4),DSL9S(11,4),DSL12(11,4). 
DCM75(11,4),DCM95(11,4),0CM12(11,4), 
OCW75 ( 1 1 '4). DCW95 ( 11 '4). OCW1 2 ( 11.4} I 
4 DRTP(3),DRG{4) 
C:OMMON/10/NJ ,NO, IOUT 




DATA DPX/0.0, 10.0,20.0,30.0,40.0,50.0,60.0, 
1 70.0,80.0,90.0, 100.0/ 
DATA 0SL7S/0.0,0.06,0. 145,0.270,0.445,0.85, 
2 1.10,1.25,1.40,1.50,1.60,0 .. 0,0.025, 












0.045,0.0675,0.0850,0. 1075,0. 125,0.140, 
0. 150/ ' 




0. 135,0. 15,0.0,0.01,0.02,0.025,0.0325, 
0.045,0.06,0.075,0.090,0. 11.0. 125/ 
DSL12/0.0,0.025,0.06,0. 1,0.15,0.195,0.24, 
0.28,0.315,0.345,0.375,0.0,0.0075,0.0175, 
0.03,0.045,0.07,0.0975,0. 12,0 135,0. 145, 
o 1s.o.o,o.oos,o.01,o.01s,o.025,o.03s, 
4 0 045,0.06,0.0725,0.0175,0. 1,0.0,0.0, 
s o.o,o.oos,o.01.o.011s,o.025,o.03s, 
6 0.0425,0 0525,0.0625/ 
DATA DCM7S/11.13,11 53,11.90,12.23,12.53,12.86,13.23, 
1 13.53,13.93,14.47,15.1,12.87,13.23,13.60, 
2 13. so. 14. 1?. 14. 5. 14. a, 15. 1. 1 s. 47. 1 s. s. 1 s. 37. 
3 HL67, 14.ss.1s.23, 1s.5, ts.a, 16.0, 16.3, 1&.67, 
4 17.0, 17.5, 18.03, 15.S7, 16.07, 16.33, 16.56, 
s 1 s. &3. 11. o. 17. 21. 11. s1, 11. 93, 1a.43,18. 97 I 
DATA OCM95/10.1,10.9,11.6,12.23,12.77,13.2,13.6,14.0, 
1 14.47, 14.17, 15.33, 12.77, 13.27, 13.77, 14.1, 






1 6. :!.3, 17. 27, 17. 67, I & . 13, 15. 57, 1 S. 9, 
16.23, 16.S, 16.8, 17.07, 17.33, 17.6, 17.91, 
18.4, 18.9/ 
DCM12/ 11. 1, 11. 67, f 2. 1, 12. 5, 12. 9, 13. 3, 13. 7, 14. 1, 
1 4 . 6, 1 S . 1 • 1 S. 7, I 2. 9, 1 3 . 2 7. t 3 . 6 7, 1 4 . 07, 
14. 5. 14. 9. 15. 3. 1 s. g. 16. 3. 1 6. 9. 17. 67. 14. 5. 
14.93,15.4,15.8,16.3,16.53,16.9,17.3,17.67, 
























































LEVEL 1 .3.0 (MAY 1913) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOY 11, 1913 TI ME: 1 5 : 4 I : 1 4 
!SN 17 
ISN 18 

















































18.1, 18.6, 15.9, 16.3,16.6, 16.9, 17.2, 17.2, 
17.53, 17.87, 13.2, 11.S, 19.1/ 
DCW75/16.5, 16.2, 15.33, 15.33, 14.73, 14.1, 13.S, 
12. 37. 12. 2. 11. 6. 11. 0. 17. 83. 17. 67. 17. 47' 17. 07. 
16. 67, 16. I, 15 .' 47, 14. g, 14. 1, 13. S, 12. 87, 1 a. 72, 
1 a. 67. 1 a. 50, 1 a. 23. 11. ao. 11. so, 11. 01. 1 s. 67. 16. 2. 
15. 3. 15. 33. 19. 3. 19. 2. 19. 1, 1 a. g4, 1 a. 59, 1 a. 2s. 
17.90, 17.53,17.13, 16.13, 16.43/ 
D CW9 5 I 1 6 . S 7 , 1 6 . 5 , 1 6 . 3 3 , 1 6 . 1 3 , 1 5 . g , 1 s .. 2 , 1 4 . 6 7 , 
14.2, 13.3, 13.4, 13.0, 17.34, 17.34, 17.83, 17.73, 
11. 53, 11. 2. 16. 37. 1 s. s. 16. 1. 1 s. a, 1s.s.13. a. 
13. 67. 18. 63. 1 a. s1. 1 a. 47. 1 a. 3. 1a.01. 11. 73. 
17.3,17.0,16.83,19.3,19.2,19.1,19.07,19.0, 
18.9,18.73,18.4,17.93,17.6,17.3/ 
DATA DCW12/16.S3, 16.47, 16.33, 16.3, 16.2, 16.07, 15·.33, 


















DD 1 I= 1, 15 
WAN ( J+ 1, I) :WAN ( J, I) 
1 CONTINUE 
OD 2 K=7,14 
TOS=TDS+WANIJ,K) 
2 CONTINUE 
WAN(J, 1 ):TOS 
TNAL:WAN(J,5) 
RGTP•VES(J,31) 
JF(.RGTP.LT.75.0) GO TD 105 
IF(RGTP.GT.120.0) GD TO 105 
00 10 I:2,3 
IM= I· 1 
JF(RGTP.LT.ORTP(J)) GO TO 15 
10 CONTINUE 
15 IF( (TMA-TNAL/TA) .LT.0.05)JCAP•1 
IF(JM.NE.1) GO TD 20 
SL 1 = F 3 (PS I , R L, 1 1 , 4, OP X, DRG, OS L 75 J 
SL2=F3(PSI,RL, 11,4,DPX,ORG,OSLSS) 
ROT•(RGTP-75.0)/20.0 
IF( ICAP) 16, 16, 17 
16 CP 1 :F3 (PW~. RL, 11, 4, DPX, ORG, OCM75) 

























































NAME: DSSRP PAGE: 2a 
0 
-....J 

















































































































" •..• .i: ••• 1 .•. ... 2 .. . 3. . ... 4 .. 
GO TO 25 
l7CP1=F3(PSl,RL,1t,4,DPX,DRG,DCW7S) 
CP2:FJ(PSJ,RL, lt,4,DPX,DRG,DCWSS) 
GD TO 25 











I F ( 0 l ) WR l TE ( N 0 , 6 1 0 I I CAP , I M 
G!O FORMAT(IX,11) 
JF(OL)WRITE(N0,611J~L1,Sl2,CP1,C~2,RDT 





GO TO 30 
27 FCC;:1.0 
30 SREP:VES(J,32) 




32 ROX =SREP/O. 1 
FCS:ROX•0.91 
GO TO 35 
33 IF(SREP·1.0)133,34,34 
133 FCS:S1+SREP~(S2+SREP•(S3+SREP~S4)) 
GO TD 35 
34FCS:;1.0 
35 JF(TNAL.LE.4.76) GO TD 135 
FSN: 1 . 55'185 
GD TO 235 
135 FSNt{SNL1+TNAL:s(SNL2+TNAL*SNL3))/R100 
235 TP:WAN(J,15) 
JF(TP.GE.50.0) GO TC 36 
Fst:o.s 












IF(VES(J,30).GT.O.O) GO TO 38 
TI ME : t 5 : 4 B : I 4 NAME: DSBRP 




























































LEVEL 1 .3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 1983 TIME: 15:48: 14 NAME: DSBRP 
.•... 1 .. . 2. . 3 ......... 4. . . . . . . . 5 ......... 6 .... . 
ISN 117 VESIJ,30):50 o 
!SN 116 38 BWRA=VES(J,30)/SWM•(1.0+0.008•(TP~77.0)} 
ISN 11 g BWR:SWRA•VES(J,6} 
ISN 120 VES(J,20):BWR 
ISN 121 lf(VES(J,26))40,40,41 
!SN 122 40 VESIJ,26}:60.0 
ISN 123 41 I: J+ I 
!SN 124 WAN(l,2)=0.0 
ISN 125 WAN(J,10);;:0.0 
!SN 126 WAN(I, 11):TNAL 
!SN 127 WAN(I,12J=o.o 
ISN 128 WA'N( I, 13) :CSL 
ISN 129 WAN (I, 14) :O o 
!SN 130 JF(VES(J,19) .GT.0.0) GD TD 110 
ISN 131 VES(J,19):100.0•VES(J,3) 
!SN 132 GO TD 110 
!SN 133 105 WRITE(ND,600) 
ISN 134 600 FORMAT(SX, '****REGENERATION TEMPERATURE OUT 
1 'OF BOUNDS•••• 6 l 
!SN 13$ 110 RETURN 
ISN 136 END 
•STATISTICS• SOURCE. STATEMENTS : 130, PROGRAM SIZE 8462 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME 
•STATISTICS• NO OlAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 
****** ENO OF COMPILATION 8 ****** 




























LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 1S, 1983 TIME: 15:48:15 PAGE: 31 














IS N 14 
IS N 1 6 
!SN 17 
!SN ,. 
IS N 20 
IS N . 21 
!SN 22 
IS N 23 
IS N 24 
IS N 25 
ISN 26 
I SN 27 
IS N 28 






IS U 36 
IS N 37 













!SN 5 1 
IS N 52 
IS N 53 
JSN 54 
lSN SS 
OPT(O) LANGLVL(66) NOFIPS FLAG(l) NAME(MAIN ) LlNECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(SOO) SDUMP 








COMMON/DESO/WAN, YES, I YES 




··DAT A BWM, BWB I 1 O. 0, • 1 . 3 / 
TNAL:WAN(J,S) 
OL=.FALSE. 





DO 1 J:l,15 
WAN(J+1,J):WAN(J, I) 
I CONTINUE 







FCA= 1 .0-FSA 
CPS=Fl(RL,4,DRL,DCPS) 
C PC• F 1 I RL , 4 , DR L , DC PC ) 
IF(OL)WRJTEIN0,610)FSA.FCA.CPS.CPC 
610 FORMAT(1X.E12.5) 













IF ( V ES ( J, 2 6) ) 1 o, 1 O, 1 1 
10 VES(J,21)-=0.S•VES(J,3) 
1 1 I: J+ 1 
WANI I .2):0.0 
WANf l, 10):0.0 
WAN ( I, 1 1 ) : TNAL 




































































. . 1 •. . 2 ... . . 3 .. 
WAN ( I • 1 2) : O . 0 




SOURCE STATEMENTS : 5"7, PROCRAM SIZE 
•STATISTICS• NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 
•*~*** END Of COMPI~ATIDN 9 ~***** 
DATE: NOY 18, 1983 TIME: 15:48: 15 
. 4 .. . 5 .. . 6. 
3288 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME 














LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NDY 18. 1983 TI ME : 1 5 : 4 8 : 1 5 PAGE: 33 









!SN • ISN 10 
ISN II 
I SN I 2 
IS N I 3 
I SN I 5 
ISN I 6 
I SN 17 
ISN 18 
ISN 19 
I SN 20 
I SN 2 I 
I SN 22 
!SN 23 
!SN 24 





I SN 30 
I SN 31 
!SN 32 
I SN 33 
!SN J4 
!SN 35 
I SN 36 
ISN 37 
!SN 38 
I SN 39 
I SN 40 
I SN 41 
I SN 42 
!SN 43 
!SN 45 




I SN 51 
ISN 52 
ISN 53 
DPT(O) LANGLVL(66) NDFIPS FLAG(!) NAMEIMAIN ) LJNECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(SOO) SOUMP 
* .... :J ... t . . . 2. 
SUBROUTINE CREGN(J) 
LOGICAL QL 
... 3 .. .. ...... .5 .... 
DIMENSION WAN(t0,15),lYES(9,8),VES(9,32),R0(9,4), 
1 RVOL (9,4) ,OVOL(9,4) ,TSTEP(9, 4), ISTEP(9) 
















10 RL=YES(J, 10) 
TAW:RL•YDL 
TAV=TAW/RHQS 








GO TO 15 
11 STEP:l,0 
JSTEP(J):1 
IF(Rl.LT.4.0) 00 TO 12 
STEP:2.0 
ISTEP(J):2 
JF(RL.LT.6.0) GO TO 12 
STEP:J.0 
ISTEP(J):3 





JF(RL.LE.8.0) GO TC 13 
F24~4.0/Rl 































































LEVEL 1 .3.0 (MAY t9aJ) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOY 18, 1983 TIME: 1S:•l:1S NAME: CREGN PAGE: 34 
. 1. . . . 2 . . 3 .. .... 4 ... . . s ......... s ........ 7.-.. ...•..• a 
ISN 54 SAva:SAY& 0001••&0 
!SN 55 GO TO 14 00014C70 
l SN 56 13 SAW=TAW/STEP 0001••&0 
ISN 57 SAY: TAY/STEP 0001••S10 
ISN 5• SAV6:SAY 0001•soo 
ISN 59 SAWS I' SAW 0001•s10 
ISN 60 SAV3:::SAY 00014520 
ISN 6 1 SAWl:SAW 000 1 C-530 
ISN 62 14 QRW::YES(J,21) 00014540 
l SN 63 SRV21'SAW/RH02 00014550 
!SN 64 S\'M'2;;SAW•41.0 0001C5&0 
ISN 65 SWV2•SWW2/8.34 00014570 
I SN •• T2:SWY2/0RW 0001•sao !SN 67 OA2:SAV/T2 0001•590 
ISN •• l~(STEP.LT.2.0) GO TO 15 00014600 l SN 69 SRY4:SAW/RHD4 00014110 
ISN 70 SWN4: SAW• 2C. 0 00014120 
l SN 7 1 SWV4:SWW4/l.34 0001Cl30 
l SN 72 T4=SWV4/0RW 00014640 
JSN 73 QA4=SAV/T4 00014650 
JSN 74 IF(STEP.LT.3.0) GD TO lS 00014660 
!SN 75 SRV6=SAW6/RHD6 00014670 
!SN 76 SWW6::SAW6*0.94/0,06 00014610 
ISN 77 SWV6•SWW6/8.34 00014610 
l SN 7B TG:SWVS/ORW 00014100 
l SN 79 QA6::SAY6/T6 00014710 
ISN •o IF(STEP.LT.4.0) GO TO 15 0001C720 
ISN • 1 SRVS::SAW&/RHOS 00014730 
ISN 82 SVM'l=SAWl•0.92/0.03 00014740 
ISN 83 SWYl:SWWS/8.34 00014750 
ISN g4 Ta:swva/QRW 00014780 
ISN •• QA3::SAV8/TI 00014770 ISN •• 15 TTR:T2+T4+T6+T8 00014710 ISN 87 TRV:SRY2+SRY4+SRVG+SR.VI 00014710 
l SN •• TWV:SWY2+SWV4+SWY6+SWV8 00014300 I SN as 1F(OL}WRITE(N0,610}T2,T4,T6,T8,SWY2,SWV4,SWY6,SWVI 00014110 
!SN S1 VES(J.22).-1.0 00014820 
ISN 91 IF(NSTEP .EQ. 1) YES(J,22}:QA6 00014130 
!SN .. GO TD 40 00014140 
!SN 95 20 CONTINUE 00014850 
!SN Sf 30 CONTINUE 00014150 
!SN 97 40 SRV:VES(J, 18) 00014&70 
JSN •• IF(SRV.GT.O.O) GD TO 41 00014&10 JSN •• SRY=(YOL/2.0+0.75-..AREA)*l.5•7.48 00014890 !SN 100 VES I J. U) •SRV 00014900 
!SN 101 4 1 TSR.sSRV/ORW 000145110 
!SN 102 OFR:YES(.J,24) 000145120 
!SN 103 JF(OFR.GT.0.0) GO TO 42 00014930 
!SN 104 OF RsQS 000145140 
!SN 1 OS 42 TFR,VES(J 191/QFR 00014950 
I SN 106 VESIJ, 16) TWV 000141&0 
I SN 107 VES(J, 17) TAV 00014170 
ISN 108 VES(J,23) QRW 00014910 
ISN 1 OS VES(J.24) OFR 00014190 
!SN 110 VES(J,26) TTR 00015000 
!SN 111 VES(J,27) TSR 00015010 
w 
LEVEL 1.3.0 IMAY 19831 VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 1983 TIME: 15:•&: 15 NAME: CREGN 






























































SOURCE STATEMENTS = 127, PROGRAM 5 I ZE 6202 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME z CREGN 
•STATISTICS• ND DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 


























LEVEL 1 .3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 1S&3 TIME: 15:4$: 15 PAGE: 36 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NOLIST NOMAP NOXREf NOGOSTMT NOOECK SOURCE NOT~RM OBJECT FIXED NDTEST NOTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSVM 























































































• . . . * . . 1 ......... 2. ... 3 ......... 4. . . ... s... . . 6 .. 
SUBROUTINE AREGN(J) 
LClGlCAL OL 
DJMENSJON WAN( 10, 15), IVES(9,8) ,VES(Sil ,32) 








VES(J, 15):VES(J,20)•VES(J, 25) 






IF(YES{J,21) .LE.O 0) GO TO JO 
ORW:VES ( J, 21) 
TT R :r TWV I 0 RW 










JF{OFR.GT.0.0} GO TO 42 
OFR:sQS 










VE S I J , I 4 ) VE S I J, • ) /WAN I J , I ) • 1 7 I O O . O 
RETURN 
ENO 
SOURCE f.TATEMENTS : 46, PROGRAM SIZE 2494 6VTES, PROGRAM NAME 
•STATISTICS• ND DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 
•••••* END OF COMPJLATlON 11 ••••*• 


















































LEVEL 1 .3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOY 18, 1983 TIME: 15:48: 15 PAGE: 37 






















































OPT(O) LANCLYL(66) NOF!PS FLAG(!) NAME(MAIN ) LINECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(500) SDUMP 
.. I. . . . . 2 .... - .... 3 ..... . 4. - . 
SUBROUTINE MASBAL{NY.TOP,QG,ON,TA,TC) 
LOGICAL Ol 
. s .. 
DIMENSION WAN( 10, 15), IYES(9,S) ,YES (9,32), lCAT(S), 
1 IAN(S) ,RYES( 10) 
COMMON/IQ/NI ,NO, !OUT 
COMMDN/DESO/WAN,VES,JVES 
DATA JCAT, IAN/10*0/ 
DATA TADW,TCDW/2*0.0/ 







DO 10 I=l,NV 
JF(IVES(l,1).LT.0) GO TO 10 
J F ( l'VES (I, 1) -2) 1, 2, 3 
1 J:; J ... 1 
I CAT ( J): I 
GO TO 10 
2 K=K+l 
!AN( K) •I 
GO TO 10 
3 I OG:: I 
10 CONTINUE 
DD 12 J;1,5 




TADW=TAOW+VES(J, 16)•VP+VES{J, 18)*YP 
12 CONTINUE 
15 00 17 1=1,S 








DO 30 I: 1, NV 
J:NV~ 1+1 
K = J.,.1 
VP=IVES(J,2) 
RVES(J) :RYES(K)+VE.S(J, 15)•YP+YES(J, 19)"'YP 
30 CONTINUE 
VP= IVES( 1,2) 
RVES(1):RVESl2)+TADW+VES(1,1S)*YP+YES(1,19)*YP 
CAPLMT=YES(1,14)*VP-RYES(2) 
DO 40 J:2,NV 
IF(IYES(l,1))40,40,35 





































































































. "' ... 1...... . 2. . . ..... 3 ..... 
JS VP:lVES(J,2) 
CAPNET:VES(I, 14)•YP·RVES(l+1J 





. .. ... 5. 
IF(QL)WRITE(N0,610)(RVES(I), 1•1,NV1),CAPLMT 
610 FORMAT(1X,E12.S) 
DO SO [:1,NV 
VP'1VES( 1,2) 
YES(l,14)~(CAPLMT+RYES(l+1))/VP 










TIME: 1S:4S: 15 























NAME: MASBAL PAGE: 
~STATISTICS•. SOURCE STATEMENTS : 74, PROGRAM SIZE 438& BYTES, PROGRAM NAME MAS BAL PAGE: 37. 
"'STATISTICS• NO CIAGNOSTJCS GENERATED. 





LEVEL I .3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 11. 1983 TI ME : 1 S: 4 ! : 1 6 PAGE: 3• 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NOLIST NOMAP NOXREF NOGOSTMT NODECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FIXED NOTEST NOTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSYM 













ISN 1 4 
ISN 1 s 





lSN 2 1 
•STATISTICS* 
•STATISTICS" 
'*' ......... 1 ......... 2 .. . 3 .... 
FUNCTION F1(A,N,X,Yl 
DIMENSION X(N),Y{N) 
COMMON/IO/NI ,NO, lOUT 
JF(IOUT.EQ.S)WRITE(N0,600) 
600 FORMAT( 1X, 'Fl' J 






4 DO 5 1=2,N 
IM: I~ 1 
IF(A.LT.X(l)) GD TD 6 
CONTINUE 
RDX•(A-X(IM))/(X(l)-X(IM)) 
DY•V( I J-V( IM) 
F1 :Y( IM)+RDX•DY 
RETURN 
END 
SOURCE STATEMENTS : 20, PROGRAM SIZE 
NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 
****~" END OF COMPILATION 13 ***'*** 





















1480 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME F 1 PAGE: 3•. 
...... 
OJ 
LEVEL 1.3.0 IMAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 1a, 1983 TIME· 15:4!:16 PAGE: 40 

































































































DPT(O) LANGLVL(66) NDFIPS FLAG(IJ NAME(MAIN ) LINECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(SOO) SDUMP 
* ....•... 1 . . ...... 2. . 3 .. ... 4 ......... s ........ 6 ......... 7.~ ....... a 
FUNCTION F2(A,B,N,M,X,Y,ZM,ZB,ZX) 
LOGICAL QL 
DIMENSION X(N) ,V(M), ZM(N,M) ,ZB(N,M), 2(2,2) 




600 FORMAT( 1X, 'F2') 
JF((A.LE.X(l)).AND.(B.LE.V(l))) GD TD 100 
IF((A.LE.X(1)).AND.(B.GE.Y(M))) GD TD 110 
JF((A.GE.X(N)J".AND.(B.LE.Y(l))) GD TD 120 
IF((A.GE.X(N)) .AND. (B.GE.Y(M))) GD TD 130 
JF(A.LE.X(1)) GD TD 200 
IF(A.GE.X(N)) GD TD 210 
JF(B.LE.Y( 1)) GO TD 240 
IF(B.GE.Y(M)) GD TD 250 
DD 10 J:2,N 
JM= I - 1 
IF(A.LT.X(J)) GO TD 15 
10 CONTINUE 
15 DD 20 J:2,M 
JM::.J- 1 
IF(B.LT.Y(J)) GO TO 25 
20 COt-ITINUE 
25 OD 40 11:1,2 
l: IM+ I I - 1 
D030JJ:1,2 
J::. JM+JJ-1 
21 II ,JJ),(ZX·ZBI I ,J) )/2M( I ,J) 




RD X' I A· XI IM l l II XI I ) ·XI IM l l 




IF ( O L )WRITE I ND, 6 1 1 l XI IM) , X ( I ) , VI JM I .V I J) , Z ( 1 , 1 l , 2 I 1 , 2 I , 







120 F2:(2X-ZB(N, 1) )/ZM(N, 1) 
RETURN 
130 F2'(2X·2B(N,M) )/ZM(N,M) 
RETURN 
200 I::. 1 
GO TO 215 

























































LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983} VS FORTRAN DATE: NOY 18. 1983 TIME: 1 5: 41: 1 6 
. "' ... 1 ......... 2 ... . 3' ........ 4 .. . . s ...... . s ......... 7. * ....... 1 
!SN 57 215 DO 220 J:2,M 00017160 
!SN 58 .JM:J· 1 00017170 
!SN 59 IF(S.LT.Y(J)) GO TO 225 00017110 
!SN 60 220 CONTINUE 00017190 
!SN 6 1 225 DC 230 JJ:l.2 00017200 
!SN 62 J:JM+JJ-1 00017210 
!SN 63 Z( 1,JJ) •(ZX·ZB( I ,J) )/2M( l ,J) 00017220 
!SN 64 230 CONTINUE 00017230 
!SN 65 ROY. IB • Y (JM)) I ( Y ( J l - V (JM) l 00017240 
!SN 66 OZ1•Zl1,2)-Z(1,1) 00017250 
!SN 67 F2:RDY:s:DZ1+Z(1, 1) 00017260 
!SN 68 RETURN 00017270 
ISN 69 240 J; 1 00017210 
!SN 70 GO TO 255 00017290 
!SN 
" 
250 J:M 00017300 
ISN 72 255 DO 260 I =2, M 00017310 
!SN 73 IM= J • 1 00017320 
l SN 14 IF (A.LT.X(I)) GO TO 265 00017330 
!SN 75 260 CONTINUE 00017340 
!SN 76 265 DCI 270 I I: 1, 2 00017350 
!SN 77 I= JM+l I"" 1 00017360 
!SN ,. 2 ( 1, I I)' ( ZX- 28 ( l, J)) / ZM( l, J) 00017370 
!SN 79 270 CONTINUE 000173&0 
!SN to ROX•(A·X(IM) )/(X(l)-X(IM)) 00017390 
!SN 8 1 DZ1•Z(1,2)·Z(1,1) 00011•00 
!SN 82 F2=RDX*DZ1+Z(1, IJ 00017410 
!SN ., RETURN 00017420 
l SN 84 END 00017430 
:sSTATISTICS:s SOURCE STATEMENTS ao, PROGRAM SIZE 5402 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME F2 PAGE: 
*STATISTICS:t: NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 
:s * :s :s * .. EtlO OF COMPILATION 14 * * * ''"'::'' 






LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983} VS FORTRAN 
* .... "' ... 1 ......... 2. . J. 
ISN 56 GO TO 255 
ISN 57 250 J=M 
ISN 58 255 00 260 1=2,N 
ISN 59 IM=l -1 
ISN 60 IF(A. LT.XII l l GO TO 265 
ISN 6 1 260 CONTINUE 
ISN 62 265 RDX•(A-X(IM))/(X(I)-X(IM)l 
ISN 63 DZ1•Z(l,J)-Z(IM,J) 
!SN 64 F3=RDX•D21+Z(IM,J) 
!SN 65 RETURN 
ISN 66 END 
*'STATISTJCS:a: SOURCE STATEMENTS : 63, PROGRAM SIZE 
:a:STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 
*•***"' END OF COMPILATION 15 ****** 
DATE: NOV 18, 19l!3 TI ME : 1 5 : 4 8: 1 6 
. 4. . . ..... 5. . 6 ......... 7. 



















LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 11, 19t.3 TI ME : 1 5 : •I : 1 6 PAGE: 42 
DPTJDNS IN EFFECT: NOLIST- NOMAP NDXREF NOGDSTMT NODECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FJXEO NOTEST NDTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSYM 
DPT(O) LANGLVL(66) NOFJPS FLAG(l) NAME(MAIN ) LINECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(SOO) SDUMP 
·" ... 1 .•.. . 2 .. . . 3 .........•... . s' .. . 6 .... : .... 7 .•.. . .. I 
I SN I FUNCTION F3(A,!,N,M,X,Y,Z) 00017•40 
!SN 2 LDC.I CAL Ol 00017450 
!SN 3 DIMENSION XINJ ,VIM), ZIN.Ml OOOt7•so 
!SN 4 COMMON/JO/NI ,NO, JOUT 00017•70 
!SN 5 QL:.FALS£. 00011•80 
l SN • IF(1DUT.GE.S) QL:.TRUE. 00017.90 !SN • IF(OL)WRITE(N0,600) 00017500 !SN 10 600 FORMAT( IX, •p3•) 00017510 
ISN 11 IFllA.LE.Xl1)) .AND I B. LE.VI 1 l l l GO TO 100 00017520 
!SN 12 !FllA.LE.Xl1)) .AND. 18.GE.VIMJ)) GO TO 110 00017530 
!5N 13 !FllA.GE.XINJ).AN0.(8.LE.V(1))) GO TO 120 000175•0 
!SN 14 !Fl(A.GE.X(N)) .AND.(B.GE.V(M))) GO TD 130 00017550 
!SN 15 !FIA.LE.Xl1)) GO TD 200 00017560 
ISN 1. !FIA.GE.XIN)) GO TO 210 00017570 
!SN 11 !FIB.LE.Vil)) CO TO 240 00017510 
!SN 18 !FIB.GE. VIM)) CD TO 250 00017590 
!SN 19 DD to I :2, N 00017100 
!SN 20 JM; J • 1 00017610 
!SN 21 !•FIA. LT.X( l)) GO TO 15 00017620 
!SN 22 10 CONTINUE 000171530 
!SN 23 15 OD 20 J:2,M 000171•0 
!SN 24 JM;J· 1 000171550 
!SN 25 !FIB.LT.VIJ)) GD TO 25 00017510 
!SN 26 20 CONTINUE 00017170 
!SN 27 25 ROX•IA·X(IM))/IX(l)·X(IM)) 000111ao 
!SN 20 ROV•IB·VIJM))/IVIJJ·VIJM)) 000171510 
!SN 29 D 2 1 • 2 I IM, JI - 2 I IM, JM l 00017700 
ISN 30 022•2(1,J)-2(1,JM) 00017710 
15N 31 F3•RDY.IRDX•ID22·D21 )+DZ1)+RDX•121 l ,JM)·ZI IM.JM) )+2( IM,JM) 00017720 
ISN 32 1FIOL)WRITEIN0,610)X( IM) ,Xi I) ,VIJM) ,V(J), 2( IM,JM), 2(1M,J), 00017730 
1 2 I I , JM l , 2 I I , J l 000177•0 
!SN 34 610 FORMATI 1X,E12.S) 00017750 
151' 35 RETURN 00017760 
!SN 36 1 oo F 3 ' 2 I 1 , 1 l 00017770 
ISN 37 RETURN 00017780 
ISN 38 110 F3:.Z(t,M) 00017'790 
I SN 39 RETURN 00017&00 
ISN 40 1 20 F J: Z ( N, 1 ) 00017810 
!SN 4 1 RETURN 00017120 
ISN 42 130 F3:2(N,M) 00017830 
ISN 43 RETURN 00017&40 
ISN 44 200 1•1 00017150 
ISN 4S GO TD 215 00017860 
!SN 46 210 I: N 00017170 
ISN 47 215 DO 220 J=2,M 00017880 
ISN 48 JM: J-1 00017190 
!SN 411 IFIB.LT.VIJJ) GO TO 225 00017900 
ISN 50 220 CONTINUE 00017110 
ISN s 1 225 RDY>IB•Y(JM))/IYIJ)·VIJM)) 00017920 
ISN 52 D 2 1 • 2 I I , JI - 2 I l , JM l 00017930 
I SN 53 F3:.ROY•D21+2(1,JM) 00017940 
ISN 54 RETURN 00017950 




LEVEL 1.3,0 (MAY 1913) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 11, 1913 TIME: 15:41: 17 P~.:.E: 44 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NDLIST NOMAP NDXREF NOGO$TMT NOOECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FIXED NDTEST NOTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSVM 
OPT(O) LANGLYL(66) NOFJPS FLAG(l) NAME(MAlN ) LINECDUNT(60} CHARLEN(SOOJ SOUMP 






































DIMENSION WAN( 10, 15).CFS( 13) 







IF (I ND) 1 00, 1 20, 1 10 
1 00 D·D 1 O 1 I : 2, 1 4 
WA_N( 1, J):WAN( 1, I )/CFS( I-1 J 
101 CONTINUE 
CG TO 120 
110 DC 111 1=2,14 
WAN( 1, I ):WAN( 1, I }/CFE 
111 CONTINUE 




SOURCE STATEMENTS : 21, PROGRAM SIZE : 13BS BYTES, PROGRAM NAME 
*STATISTICS• NO DIAGNDSTJCS GENERATED. 




























l EYE L I . 3 O (MAY I 9 a 3) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 1&. 1983 TlME: 15:4&:17 PAGE: OS 
OPTIONS IN EFFECT; NOLIST NOMAP NDXREF NOGOSTMT NODECK SOURCE NOTERM OBJECT FIXED NDTEST NOTRMFLG SRCFLG NOSVM 
DPT(O} LANGLYL(66) NOFIPS FLAG(!) NAME{MAIN ) LINECOUNT(60) CHARLEN{SOO) SDUMP 
















SUBROUTINE HEADGI IPG) 
DIMENSION TITLE( 10), IDNUM(4) ,UNAME(6) ,DATE(S) 
COMMON/IO/NI ,NO, IOUT 
COMMON/HOG/TITLE, IDNUM,UNAME,DATE 
WRITE{N0,600) 
600 FDRMAT(1H1,/5X,70(1H J,//SX,'DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERF', 
t 'ORMANCE ', •s}MUL.ATION' ,4K, 'VERSION: 630901 ·1.0'} 
WRITE(N0,601)(TITLE(J ),J;l, IOJ,(JONUM(J),J;1,4) 
601 FORMAT(/5X,10A4,3X,"ID ND: ',4A4) 
WRITE(N0,602)(UNAME(J) ,J;1,6), (DATE(J),J:1,5J,IPG 
602 FORMATiSX,'USER NAME: ',6A4,'DATE: ',SA4,'PACE: ',12) 
WRITE(N0,603) 
603 FORMAT(SX,70(1H ).///) 
RETURN -
ENO 
SOURCE STATEMEHTS : 14, PROGRAM SIZE 1128 BYTES, PROGRAM NAME 
•STATISTICS• NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED. 





















PERFORMANCE PROGRAM OUTPUT 
125 
126 
PERFORMANCE PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Four output listings are included as a part of this Appendix. 
The cases represented by these listingsinclude simulations of the 
following: three and six bed demineralizer performance reported by 
Webb and Carr (29), and a two bed system proposed as Case 1 in Apple-
baum (1). The input dialogue for Applebaum Case 1 is provided as an 
example of the form in which input is provided to the program. Two 
performance simulations were made on the six bed demineralizer of 
Webb and Carr. One simulation used the original design water analysis 
as a basis and the other three bed demineralizer design water analysis. 
The listings may be identified as follows: 
A-1.1 Applebaum Case 1 two bed demineralizer, 
W-3.1 Webb and Carr three bed demineralizer, 
W-6.1 Webb and Carr six bed demineralizer (original design 
water analysis) 
W-6.2 Webb and Carr six bed demineralizer (three bed demin-
eral izer design water analysis). 
DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION 
VERSION: 830901-1 .0 
SY: A.J.WILSON 
•a•• ENTE~ PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION **** 
ENTER TITLE (40 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
APPLEBAUM CASE 1 
ENTER PROBLEM ID NUMBER (15 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
1 A- 1 1 
ENTER USER NAME (25 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
A.J.WILSDN 
ENTER DATE (20 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 
NOVEMBER 21, 19S3 





ENTER NUMBER OF VESSELS IN SERIES (9 MAKIMUM) 
ENTER NIJMBER OF VESSELS IN SERIES WITH PARALLEL VESSELS 
ENTER VESSEL TYPE 
ex-CATION EXCHANGER 
AX-ANION EXCHANGER 
FG-FORCED DRAFT DEG~SIFIER 
VG-VACUUM DEGASIFIER 
POSITID~ I ., 
POSITION 2 " 
POSITION 3 ., 
ENTER SYSTEM FLOW RATE(GPM) 
~ 
0.26600E+03 




1 -MG/l AS SUCH 
2-MC/l AS CACDl 
3-MEO/L 



























ENTER INFLUENT TEMPERATURE(F) 
O.SOOOOE+02 
as••ENTER VESSEL DESIGN DATA•••• 
VESSEL 1 "'** 
ENTER VESSEL DIAMETER (INCHES) 
0.6SOOOE+02 
ENTER VESSEL SIDE SHEET {INCHES) 
o.sooooE+02 
ENTER EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 
0.30000E+02 
ENTER INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 
0.30000E+01 
ENTER VESSEL WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 
0. 17SOOE+OO 
ENTER CATJON RESIN TYPE 
N 
CX> 
20C·LlST OF DOWE~ RESIN TYPE CODES 
201 
ENTER CATION RESJN REGENERANT LfVEL (LB/CU FT) 
O SOOOOE+01 
ENTER CATJON RES1N CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT~ 
C:.80C)OOE+02 
ENT~R DEGASJFIER EFFLUENT C02 CONCENTRATION 
0.57000E+01 
VESSEL 3 
ENTER VCSSEL OlAMETEn (INCHES) 
O. 66000E..,02 
ENTER VESSEL SIDE SHEET (INCHES) 
0.60000E+02 
ENTER EFFECTJVE RESJN DEPTH (INCHES) 
O,JOOOOE+02 
ENTER INEFFECTIVE RESIN OEPTH {INtHES) 
0.30000E+01 
ENTER VESSEL WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 
0, i 7SOOE+OO 
ENTER ANION RESIN T~PE 
200·L1Sf OF DOWEA RESIN TYPE CODE$ 
2 2 1 
ENTER ~ECENERANT TEMPERATURE(F) 
0.7SOOOE+02 
ENTEP ANION RESIN REGENERA~T LEVEL (LB/CU FT) 
0.500()0£+01 
E~TER ANION RESIN CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS {PERC~NT) 
0.9SOOOE+02 






RUN CURRENT CASE 
LIST PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 




LIST VESSEL DESIGN DATA 
4 LIST YES$EL DESIGN DEFAULTS 
B EDIT VESSEL DESIGN DEFAULTS 
S NE~ PROBLEM 
-=s•sPROBLEM I DENT If !CATION•*'"'-= 
TITLE: APPLEBAUM CASE 1 
l 0 ND: A- I, 1 
LISER NAME: A. J. Wt LSON 
DA.Tl!: NOVEM9ER 21, 1933 
sis•ENTER SELECTIOh**** 
O RETURN TO EDIT MENU 
1 - RUN CURRENT CASE 
0 
****EDIT MENU•I** 
0 RUN CURRENT CASE 
! LIST PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
2 LIST SYSTEM DESIGN DATA 
J ~ IST VESSEi.. t'E:SIGN DATA 
LIST VESSEL OCSIGN DEFAULTS 
EDIT VESSEL DESIGN DEFAULTS· 
9 NEW PROBLEM 
••*•SYSTEM DESIGN DATA•~•• 
S~STEM FLOW RATE 266.0 GPM 



































FORCED DRAFT OEGASJFlER 
ANION EXCHANGER 











O RETURN TO EDIT MENU 




0 RUN CURRENT CASE 
1 LIST PJ;;OBLEM ICENTIFICATlDN 
~ LIST SYSTEM DESIGN DATA 
3 LIST VESSEL DESIGN DATA 
4 LIST VESSEL DESIGN DEFAULTS 
EDIT VESSEL DESIGN DEFAULTS 
NEW PROBLEM 
ENTEP VESSEL NUMBER OR NUMBERS 
FORMATS I~ OR 
N M 
WHERE: N IN IT JAL VESSEL 
M FINAL VESSEL 
EXAMPLE: 1 3 OUTPUT FOR ALL VESSELS 
"? 
VESSEL 1 DESIGN•••• 
CUTSIDE DJAMETER{INCHES) 66.0 
WALL THICKNESS{ INCHES) 0. 175 
STR~ICHT SIOE[INCHES) 60.0 
~ESIN TYPE OOWEX ~CR·S 
EFFECTIVE RESl~ OEPTH(INCHES) 30.0 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH( INCHES) 3.0 
CAPCITY EFFECTlVENESS(PERCENT) 80.0 
REGENERANT LEVEL (LB 93~ H2SD4/CU FT) 5.0 
•••• VESSEL 2 DESIGN•••• 
FORCED DRAFT DEGASIFIER 
EFFLUENT CARBON DIOXIDE 
•••• VESSEL 3 DESIGN•••• 
OUTSIDE DIAM~TER(lNCHES) 
WALL THICKNESS( INCHES) 
STRAIGHT SlDEllNCHES) 








RESIN TVPE DOWEX 5BR-P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH(lNCHES) 30.0 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH(lNCHES) 3.0 
CAPCITY EFFECTJVfNESS(PERCENT) 95.0 
REGENERANT LEYEL (LB 100~. NAOH/CU FT) 5. O 
REGENERATION TEMPERATURE IF) 75.0 
••••ENTER SELECTION•••• 
0 
O RETURN TO EDIT MENU 
t • RUN CURRENT CASE 
••~•EDIT MENU*•** 
' 3 
0 - RUN CURRENT CASE 
LIST PROBLEM lOENTIFJCATIDN 
LIST SYSTEM, DES.JGN DATA 
LIST VESSEL DESIGN DATA 
LIST VESSEL OE·SIGN DEFAULTS 
ED J T \"ESSEL DESIGN DCFAULTS 
NE\\" PROBL!M 
ENT~R VES$EL ~U~BER OR NUMBERS 
FORMATS - N· OR 
tl M 
WHERE: N INITIAL VESSEL 
M FINAL VESSEL 
EXAMPLE l 3 - OUTPUT FDR ALL VESSELS 
••a•VESSEL 1 CEFAULTS•••s 
6ED EXPANSION{~.)· 
SLO~ Rl~SE VOLUME(GALI: 
FAST RINSE VOLUME I GAL}· 
~•••VESSEL 2 DEFAULTS•••• 
a:s#VESSEL 3 DEFAULTS•••• 
BED EXPANSION{~): 
ANION REGENERANT APPLICATION TIME{MlN}: 
SLOW RJNSE VOLUME(GAL): 













O - RETURN TO EOIT MENU 
1 - RUN CURRENT CASE 
*•*•EDIT MENU**** 
0 - RUN CURRENT CASE 
LIST PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
LIST SYSTEM DESIGN DATA 
LIST VESSEL DESIGN D~TA 
LIST VESSEL DESIGN DEFAULTS 
EDIT VESSEL DESIGN DEFAULTS 
9 - NEW PROBLEM 
ENTER VESSEL NUMBER OR NUMBERS 
FORMATS N OR 
N M 
WHERE: N - INITIAL VESSEL 
M - FINAL VESSEL 
EXAMPLE: 1 3 - OUTPUT FOR ALL VESSELS 
1 J 
****EDIT VESSEL 1 DEFAULTS**** 
1 CHA~GE BACKWASH TIME 
2 CHANCE BACKWASH BED EXPANSION 
3 CHANGE SLOW RINSE VOLUME 
4 - CHANCE FAST RlNSE VOLUME 
ENTER BAC~WASH TIME(MINUTES) 
O 1 OOOOE•02 
••••ENTER SELEC!ION*••• 
0 CONTINUE TD EDIT DEFAULTS 
1 RETURN TD EPJT MENU 
2 - RUN CURRENT C~SE 
0 
****fNTER SELECTION**** 
0 SAME VESSEL 





VESSEL 3 DEFAULTS••~* 
CHANGE BACKWASH TIME 
CHANCE BACKWASH BED EXPANSION 
CHANGE SLOW ~INSE VOLUME 
CHANGE FAST RINSE VOLUME 
CHANGE ANION REGENERAN! APPLICATION TIME 

























OEMlNERALIZATlOr SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SJMULATION VERSION: 830901-1 .O 
APPLEBAUM CASE 1 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
••~• OUTPU1 SELECTiON 
ENTER OUTPUT TYPE 
C • tOMPLETE 
~ SYSTEM DESIGN 
2 • SYfTEM PERFORMANCE 
3 • VESSEL DESJ~N 
VESS~l PERFORMANCE 
E~ IT INPUT DATA 
6 - EXIT PROGRAM 
1 C NO .A- 1 1 
D~TE· NOVEMBE~ 21, 19S3 PAGC: 
w 
01 
DEMI~E~ALI2ATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830901-1 .0 
APPLEBAUM CASE 1 
USER NAME· A.J.~ILSON 
l 0 NO; A- 1. 1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 21, 1983 
~••• OYER~Ll SYSTEM DESIGN 
SYSTEM FLOW RATE 
































YESS~L 1 CATION EXCHANGER 
VESSEL 2 FORCED oqAFT DEGASlFIER 
VESSEL 3 ANION EXCHANGER 
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OEMINERAL12ATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATlDN VERSJO~: 830901-1.0 
APPLEB~UM CASE 1 ! t> NO A~ 1 . 1 
USER NAME: t. .• J.WlLSON DATE: NOVEMBER 21, 1983 
••~* OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ~••• 
THROUGHPUT GALLONS PER REGENERATION 
CROSS 134Sta. 
NET 114266. 
OPERATING TIME 7. 64 HOURS 





































DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830901-1.0 
APPLEBAUM CASE I 
USER NAME A.J WILSON 
~••~ VE5SEL 1 DESIGN~•~~ 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER !INCHES] 
WALL Tt11CKNE55 I 1NCHES) 
STRAIGHT SJDE (!NCHESJ 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 
FLO\\' RATE PER VESSEL IGPM) 
RESIN TYPE 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES} 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (C~ FT) 
!NErFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 
tAPACJTY EFFECTIVEWESS !PERCENT) 
JD NO: A· 1. 1 

















DEMlNERALlZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830901-1.0 
APPLEBAUM CASE 1 
USER NAME: A. J .WILSON 
*~*s VESSEL 2 OESIGN~**s 
FORCED DRAFT OEGASIFIER 
EFFLUENT CARBON DIOXIDE 
ID ND: A-1.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 21, 1983 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: !30901·1 .0 
APPLEBAUM CASE 1 
USER NAME: A.J.WlLSDN 
•*•• VESSEL 3 DESIGN*••• 
ID ND: A• 1. 1 
DATE: NOYEMl!!IER 21. 19a3 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 66.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.175 
STRAIGHT SIDE I INCHES) 60.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 23.51 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM) 266 .0. 
RESIN TYPE OOWEX SBR-P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 58.8 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH {INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME ICU FT) 64.6 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT I 95 .0 
REGENERANT LEVEL (LB 100~. NAOH/CU FT) 5.0 




DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM OERFDRMANCE SIMULATION VE~SION: 830901·1.0 
APPLEBAUM CASE I 
USER NAME: A . .J. WILSON 
~*** VESSEL 1 PERFORMANCE***~ 
CAPACITY 
RESIN (KGR AS CAC 3/C~ FT) 
VESSEL (.KGR AS CA 03) 
LOAD (KCR AS CACO ) 
UTILIZATION (PERC NT} 
THROUG~PUT (GAL/REGEN) 
ID NO A· 1. 1 
DATE: NOVEMBEf..: 21, 1983 
13.60 
799. 1 ; 























t. T 2~·. H2S04 
AT 4~. H2S04 
DILUTION WATER 
AT 2~. H2504 














































DEMl~IERAll?ATlDN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830901-1.0 
APPLE!AU~ CASE I 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
***• VESSEL 2 PER~QRMANCE***• 
FORCED DRAFT OEGASl~IER 
EFFLUENT C~RBON DIOXIDE 
l ti fl:O: .C.. • 1. 1 
DATE: NOVEMBER '- 1, 1 S62 





~EMIN~RAllZATION SYSTEM PERFO~MANCE SIMUlATION VEk3IDN. £30901-1.0 
t..PPLEBAUffl CASE 
USER NAME: A.J WILSON 
"'"''"''"' VESSEL PERFORMANCE**'"'"-
CAPACITY. 
RESIN iKCR AS CAC03/CU FT) 
VESSEL I KUR AS CAC03] 
LOAD fKCR A5 CAC03) 
UllLJZATIDN {PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT {CAL/REGEN) 
J 0 NO: A.: I. I 
DATE: NDVE~BER 21, 19153 
1 c. 31 
605.72 
372.06 
6 ~ . .; 3 
1 15933. 
PAGE: 


















AT 3•. NAOH 
DILUTION WATER 







































DEMINERALIZ~TJON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION. 830901·1 .0 
~PPLEBAUM CASE 1 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
•~¥~ OUTFUT SELECTION 
ENTER OUTPUT TYPE 
0 COMPLETE 
1 SYSTEM DESIGN 
2 • SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
VESSE:... DESIGN 
VESSEL PERFORMANCE 
EDIT INPUT DATA 
EXIT PROGRAM 
1 D NO: A- 1. 1 





DEMINERALIZA7IDN SYSTEM PE~FORMANCE SIM~LATlO~ VERSION: e30901-1 .O 
WEBB AND CAR~ THREE BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSCN 
**** OUTPUT SELECTION 
ENTER OUTPUT TYPE 
0 COMPLETE 
1 SYSTEM OES1GN 
2 SYSTE~ PERFORMANCE 
3 VESSEL DESIGN 
4 VESSEL PERFORMANCE 
S EDIT INPUT DATA 
5 • EXIT PROGRAM 
ID NO: W·3.1 
CiATE: NOYEMBl!!:R 3, 15143 PACE: 
-i::. 
(Jl 
DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130101-1.0 
WEBB ~ND CARR THREE BED 
USER NAME: A . .J.WILSON 
ID NO: W-3. 1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 3. 1 ag3 
**** OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN 
SYSTEM FLOW RATE 
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DEMINERALIZATION S\STEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 8~0901-1.0 
WEBB ANO CARR THREE BED 
USER NAME: A.J.W1LSDN 
ID NO: W-3.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 3, 1B&3 














































DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130101•1 .0 
WEBB AND CARR THRE~ BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSDN 
*•** VESSEL 1 DESIGN•*•~ 
IOHO:W·3.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 3, ~113 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) IB.O 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.750 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 1&.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 48.11 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM} 2'70.0 
RESIN TYPE DDWEX HC~-S 
EFFECTIVE RiSIN CEPTH, I INCHES) 41.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUM! (CU FT} 194.1 
lNEFF!CTIVE RESIN DEPTH llNC~ES} 5.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME CCU FT) 215.1 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 90.0 





DEMINERALI?ATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SlMULATlON ve~SION: 830901·1.0 
WEBB AND CAR~ THREE aeu 
USER NAME; A.J.WlLSON 
**** VESSEL 2 DESIGN••~* 
VACUUM DEGASJFJER 
EFFLUENT CARBON DIOKIDE 
ID NO: WM3., 
DATE; NOYEMISER 3, 1983 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130101·1.0 
WEBB AND CARR THREE BED 
US~R NAME: A.J.WILSDN 
•••* VESSEL 3 DESIGN•••• 
ID NO: W·3.1 
DATI!: NOVEMBER 3, 1953 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 7a.o 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.750 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) iO.O 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 31.92 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL IGPMJ 210.0 
RESIN TYPE ODWEX SBR-P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU f'T) 79.& 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VDLUME (CU FT) a1.a 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS {PERCENT) 90.0 
REGENERAMT LEVEL (LB 100'1. NAOH/CU FT) 5.0 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORM~~CE SIMULATION VERSION: 1309C1·1 .0 
WEBB ANO CARR THREE BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WlLSON 
•~•• VESSEL 4 OESIGN•••~ 
OUTSIDE Dl~METER (INCHES} 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHE!} 
AREA (SOUARE FEET) 
FLOW R~TE PER VESSEL (CPMI 
JD NO: W~3.1 






RESIN TYPE. ODWEX HCR·S 
EFFECTIVE RHSIN DEPTH llNCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTl~E RESIN YDLUME (CU FT) 22.9 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPT~ (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT} 2Ei. 2 
CAPACITV EPFECTlYENESS (PERCENT) SO.O 





DEMINERALIZATION SYST!M PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830901•1.0 
WE&B AND CARR THRE! l!D 
USER NAME: A.J.WlLSON 
•••• VESSEL 5 DESIGN••** 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHE~) 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM) 
IDNO:W-3.1 






FlfSIN TVPE DDWEX SBR·P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCH!S) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 30. 1 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL R!SIN VOLUME (CU FT) 33. 1 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 90.0 
REGEN::R.ANT LEVEL (LB 100% NAOH/CU FT) 3.5 




DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830901~1 .O 
WEBB AND CARR THREE BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WJLSDN 
*••• VESSEL 1 P~RFORMANCE•*** 
CAPACITY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CACQ3/CU FT) 
VESSEL lKGR AS CAC03) 
LOAO (KGR AS CACD3) 
UTILIZATION (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
ID NO: w~3.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 3, 1943 

























AT 2~ H:ZS04 
DJLUT:Oh WATElt 








































DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830901·1.0 
WEBI AHO CARR THREE l!D 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
**** YESSEL 2 PERFORMANCE•••• 
VACUUM OEGASJFIER 
EFFLUENT CARSON DIOXIDE 
ID NO: W-3.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 3, 1883 






DEMINERALl?ATIGN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: !l080l•l.O 
WEBB AND CAkR TttREE BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WJLSON 
*~** VESSEL 3 PERFORMANCE*•*• 
CAPACJT~: 
RESIN (KGR AS CACD~/CU FT) 
VESSEL IKGR AS C~C03) 
LOAD IKGR AS CAC03} 
UTILIZATION {PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
ID NO: W·3. I 


























AT 3% NADH 
DlLUTION WATER 








































DEMlNERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: &30901·1 .0 
WEBB AND CARR THREE BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
**** VESSEL • PERFORMANCE•••• 
CAPACJTY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CACD3/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KGR AS CAC03) 
LOAD (KGR AS CACO?; 
UTIL12ATIDN (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
ID NO: W-3.1 






PAGE: 1 2 




























































DEMINERALI:ATIDN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830101·1.0 
WEBB AND C~WR THREE B~D 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
•*•* VESSE~ 5 PERFORMANCE•••• 
CAPACJTY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CAC03/CU FTJ 
VESSEL (KGR At CAC03) 








11 . s 1 
0•157. 
PAGE' 13 



















AT 3'- N.O.U!i 
DILUflON WATER 







































~EMINERALIZATION SYST~M P!RFCRMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: a30901·1 .o 
WEBB AND CARR THREE B~D 
USER ~AME: A.J.WILSDN 
•*** OUTPUT SELECTION 
ENTER OUTPUT TYPE 
0 COMPLETE 
1 SYSTEM DESIGN 
2 SYSTEM PER,ORMANCE 
3 VESSEL DESIGN 
4 VESSEL PERFORMANCE 
5 f.DIT INPUT DATA 
6 - EXIT PROGRAM 
ID ND: W•3. I 





D&MlNERALlZATIOh SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION YEAS!CN: 630901-1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIK SEO 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
*•*$ OUTPUT SELECTION 
ENTER OUTPUT TYPE 
0 COMPLETE 
1 SYSTEM DESIG~ 
2 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
3 VESSEL DESIGN 
4 V~SSEL PERFORMANCE 
6 EDIT INPUT DATA 
6 EXIT PROGRAM 
IP ND: W-6.l 
DATE: NOVCMSER 4, 1!i8.3 PAGE' 
(JI 
l.O 
OEMJNERALIZATION SVSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130101·1 0 
WEBB AND ~ARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
ID NO: w-a. 1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1 9:83 
**•* OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN 
SYSTEM fLOW RATE 





















vesse: 1- 1 
175.0 GPM 



















Al"~ ON EXCHANGER 
C~TIDN EXCHANGER 
ANlON EXCHANGER 
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D~MINERALl2ATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830601-1 .0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
ID ND; W•6.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER. 4, 18&l 




OPEP."T I HG TIME 









































DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCC SJMULATION Y!RSlDN; 130801•1.0 
WEBI AND CARR SIX •~D 
US!R NAME: A.J.WitSON 
•*** VESSEL 1 DESIGN**** 
DUTSlD! DIAMETER (INCHES) 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM) 
ID NO: W-8.1 






RESIN TYPE DDWEX HCR-S 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 41.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 170.9 
INEFFECTHE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FTJ 111.6 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 90 0 





OEMINERALlZATIDN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERStDN: 830901•1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
*•~~ VESSEL 2 DESIGN•••• 
VACUUM DECASIFIER 
EFFLUENT CARBON DIOXIDE 
ID NO: W"'6.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 19213 





DEMINER4Ll2ATIQN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: aJ0901•1 .O 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
•*** VESSEL 3 DESIGN**•* 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 
WALL THICKNESS liNCHES) 
ST~AIGHT SIDE {INCHES) 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM) 
ID NO: W·IS.1 






RESIN TYPE DOWf>r WGR:p2 
EFFECTIVE RESIN OEPT~ -{INCHES) 42.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) •&.2 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VD~UME (CU FT) 103.1 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 90.0 
REGENERANT LEVEL (LI 100% NADH/CU fl) 3.2 




DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERfORMAN:E SIMULATION VERSION: &30101·1,'0 
WE88 AND CARR SlX IED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
*•** VESSEL 4 DESIGN•*** 
IO ND: W .. 6.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4. 1913 
OU~SJOE DIAMETER (]~CHES) 41.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.500 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) &o.o 
AREA iSOUARE FEET) 12.os 
FLOW RATE PE~ VESSEL (G~M} 175.0 
RESIN TYPE DDWEX HCR~S 
EFF£CT1YE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
Eff[CTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU fT) 30.1 
lNEFfECTJVE RESIN DE~TH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 33. 1 
C~PACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCaNT) 90.0 





O!MIN!RALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE $_IMULA110N V!RSIQN: 130901·1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
US!R NAMEo A.J.WILSDN 
**** VESSEL S DESl-GN•*•• 
ID NO: W•l.1 
DAT!: NOVEMBER 4, 10&3 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 41.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.500 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 60.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEET I 12. OS 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL IGPM) 1,5.0 
RESIN TVPf DOWEX SBR·P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
E••ECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 30.1 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 33.1 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 80.0 
REGENERANT LEVEL (LI 100% NADH/CU FT) 5.0 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130801-1 .O 
WEBB AND CARR SIX IEO 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
••-* VESSEL 6 DESIGN••~• 
10 NO: W-6.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1913 
OUTSIDE Dl~METER (INCHES) 42.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.500 
STRAIGHT SIDE (lNCHSS) 60.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 9.17 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL .(GPM) 175.0 
RESIN TYPE DDWEX HCR-S 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 22.9 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 25.2 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 90.0 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130&01·1.0 
WESS AND CARR SIX IED 
USER NAME: A.J.WJLSDN 
**** VESSEL 7 DESIGN**** 
ID ND: W-&.1 
DATE: NOVEMBER c. 1983 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 42.0 
WALL THICKNESS (lNCHES) 0.500 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 60.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEETI 1.17 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPMJ 175.0 
RESIN TYPE OOWEX SIR-P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH IIHCHESJ 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VCLUME (CU FT) 22.1 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (lNCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 25.2 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS {PERCENT) 90.0 
REGENERANT LEVEL (LB 100~ NADH/CU FT) 5.0 




OEMJMERALIZATIDN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901•1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SJX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WlLSON 
**** VESSEL 1 PERFORMANCE***$ 
CAPACJTV: 
RESIN (KGR ~S CAC03/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KGR AS CAC03) 
LOAD (KGR AS CAC03) 
UTILIZATION (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (CAL/REGEN) 
ID NO: W·&.1 




SI 1 .04 
.24051 69. 
PAGE: 11 



















AT 2i H2SD4 
AT 4X H2S04 




AT 2",.;, H2SC4 
AT 4~ H2S04 








































11. s 1 
7.51 
23.50 







DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION; 130801·1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
*•** VESSEL 2 PERFORMANCE•••* 
VACUUM DEGASIFIER 
EFFLUENT CARBON DIOXIDE 
IDNO:W·6.i 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 19D3 





DEMJNERALl?ATlDN SYSTEM PERfORMANCE SIMULATJON VERSION: 130101•1.0 
WEaB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
•••~ V~SSEt 3 PERFORMANCE•••• 
CAPACIT~: 
RESIN IKGR AS CACOJ/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KGR AS CACD3) 
LOAD (KGR AS CAC03) 
UTILIZATION !PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAl/REG!NI 
ID NO: W·6.1 




• 1 . 45 
233171. 
PAGE' 13 



















.t.T ::?? .. NAOH 
DILUTION WATER 




































4 1 . 24 
...... 
__, 
DfMINERALIZAT!ON SfSTEM PERFORMA"CE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901·1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SiX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
•*** VESSEL 4 PERFORMANCE•••• 
:APACITY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CAC03/CU FT) 
YESSEL (KGR AS CACD3) 
LOAD (KOR AS CAC03) 
UTILIZATION !PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
l 0 NO: W- 6. 1 
DATE: NOV~MBErt 4, 1813 

































































DEMINERAL12AT10N SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION ~ERSION: 330901-t.O 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME' A.J.WILSDN 
***• YESSEL 5 PERFDRMAUCE**** 
CAPAC!TY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CACD3/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KGR AS CAC03; 




DATE' NOVEM!ER 4, 1113 
10.23 
2oa. 1 a 























AT 3X NAOH 
DILUTION WATER 







































DEMJNERALIZATION SYSTEM PER,DRMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901•1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX IED 
USER NAME: A . .J.WILSON 
ID NC: W• I. 1 
DATE.: NDVEMISEi.. 4, 1913 PAGll!: 16 
•••• VESSEL 6 PER,DRMANC!••** 
CAPACITY: 
RESIN (KCR AS CACC3/CU 'Tl 






LOAD (KGR AS CAC03) 
UTILIZATION (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/n!GEN) 






































( CPMI (CAL I 
61. 0 305. 
0.4 14. 
11. 5 3379. 











DEMINERALl2ATJON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901-1.0 
WEBB AND CAR~ SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
**** YESSEL 7 PERFORMANCE**** 
CAPACITY: 
RESIN {KGR AS CACC3/CU FT) 
VESSEL {KCR AS CAC03) 
LOO.O (KGR AS CACQl) 
UTILIZATION (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
ID NO: W-6. I 


























AT 3% NACH 
DILUTION WATER 







































DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901·1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
**** OUTPUT SELECTION 
ENTER OUTPUT TYPE 
0 COMPLSTE 
1 SYSTEM DESJG~ 
2 SYSTEM PERFORMAhCE 
3 VESSEL DESIGN 
4 VESSEL PE-RFORMA!llCE 
EDIT INPUT DATA 
EX IT PROGRAM 
IO NC: W·6.1 





D!MlNERALIZATlON SYSTEM PE~FORMANCE SIMULATJO~ VERSION: 130901·1.0 
WEBB ANO CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WlLSON 
s•*• OUTPUT SELECTION 
ENTER OUTPUT TYPE 
0 COMPLETE 
~ 
1 SYSTEM DESIGN 
2 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
3 VESSEL DESIGN 
4 • VESSEL P5RFORMANCE 
5 EDIT INPUT DATA 
S - EXIT PROGRAM 
ID NO: W·6.2 




DEMINER~LIZATIDN SYSTEM PERFORMANCG SIMULATION VERSION: 130901·1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAMEo A.J.WILSDN 
ID NO: W·G.2 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1183 
**~• OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN 
SYSTEM FLOW RATE 
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DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901•1 .0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX SED 
USER N~ME: A.J.WILSON 
ID NO: W•5.2 
OATC: NOYEMllER 4, 1113 













































DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION; 130101-1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIK BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSDN 
**** VESSEL 1 D~SIGH•••• 
ID NO: W·&.2 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1Sila3 
OUTSJO! DIAMETER IJNCHES) 90.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.750 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHEiJ 96.0 
AREA ( SOU_ARE FEET) 42. 72 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM) 175.0 
RESIN TYPE DOWEX HCR-5 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 4&.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 110.9 
I•EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 1&1.1 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 90.0 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: &30901~1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX IED 
USER NAME: A.J.WJLSCN 
••~~ VESSEL 2 DESIGN**** 
VACUUM DEGASJFJE~ 
EFFLUENT CARBON DIOXIDr: 
ID NOo W·&.2 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1983 






DEMlNERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION YEASIDN: 130901-1.0 
WEBI AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSCN 
•••* V~SSEL 3 DESIGN***• 
ID NO: W·5.2 
CATE: NOV!f.'B!R 4. 1113 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 72.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0,500 
STRAIGHT ~JOE (l~CHES) 84.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEErJ 27.41 
FLOW RATE PER Y~SSEL (GPM) 175.0 
RESIN TYPE DOWEX WCR-2 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH {INCHES) 42.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 16. 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU fT) 103.1 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 10.0 
REGENERANT LEVEL (L! 100~~ NAOH/CU FT) 3.2 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SJMULATION VERSION: 130901-1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX SEO 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
~*** VESSEL 4 DESIGN**** 
ID NO: W·B.2 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1983 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 48.0 
WALL THiCKNESS (INCHES) 0.600 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) &0.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 12.05 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (G~M) 175.0 
RESIN TYPE DOWEM HCR·S 
EFFECTIVE RESIN OEPjH (INCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME {CU ~T) 30.1 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 33.1 
CAPACITY fFFECT!YENESS (PERCENT) 80.0 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130101•1.0 
WE8B AND CARR SIX ~ED 
USER. NAME: A.J.WILSON 
***• VESSEL 5 DESIGN*••• 
ID ND' W·&.2 
DATE: NOV~MISER 4, 1183 
OUTSIDE ~JAMETER (INCHES) 41.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.500 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 10.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 12.os 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM) 1'75.0 
RESIN TYPE DOWEX SBR·P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT} 30. 1 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 33. 1 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 80.0 
REGENER.ANT LEVEL (LB 100% NAOH/CU FT) 5.0 





DEMINERALJZATIQN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 830101~1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SlX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WJL.SD.N 
•••• VESSEL. 6 DESJGN**** 
JD NO: W·6.2 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4. 1113 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 42.0 
WALL. THICKNESS (INCHESJ 0.500 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 60.0 
AREA :scUARE FEET) 9.17 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPM) 175.0 
RESIN TYPE OOWEX HCR-S 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 22.1 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES} 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 25.2 
CAPACITY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 10.0 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901•1 .0 
WEii AND CARR SIX B~D 
USER NAME: A.J.WlLSON 
•*** VESSEL 7 DESIGN~*** 
ID NO: W·&.2 
DATE: NDVEM8ER 4, 1113 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER (INCHES) 42.0 
WALL THICKNESS (INCHES) 0.500 
STRAIGHT SIDE (INCHES) 50.0 
AREA (SQUARE FEET) 8. 17 
FLOW RATE PER VESSEL (GPMJ 175.0 
RESIN TYPE OOWEX SISR•P 
EFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 30.0 
EFFECTIVE RE~IN VOLUME (CU FT) 22.8 
INEFFECTIVE RESIN DEPTH (INCHES) 3.0 
TOTAL RESIN VOLUME (CU FT) 25.2 
CAP~CtTY EFFECTIVENESS (PERCENT) 90.0 
REGENERANT LEVEL {L8 100~ NAOH/CU FT) S.O 





C!Ml~ERALJZATIDN SYSTEM PER~ORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION; 830Q01·1 .0 
WEBB AND CARR SIM BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
**** VESSEL 1 PERFORMA•!C!•••• 
CAPACITY: 
~ESIN [KGR AS CACD3/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KCR AS CAC03) 
L01D (KGR AS CAC03) 
UTILIZATION (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (~AL/REGEN) 
ID NO: W·E.2 


























AT 2~; H2SD4 
AT 4~ H2S04 
AT &% H2S04 
DILUTION WATER 
AT 2~ H2S04 
AT 4'Z H2S04 










































• . 1 s 
1.32 








DEMINERALI2ATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 1~0101•1,0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX IED 
USSR NAME: A.J.WILSON 
•••• YESS!L 2 PERFORMANC!•••• 
VACUUM DEGASIFIER 
EFFLUENT CARBON DIOXIOE 
ID NO' W·6.2 
DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1113 





DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130101•1 .0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
*•*• VESSEL 3 PERFORMANCE•*** 
CAPACITY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CAC03/CU FT) 
YCSSEL IKGR AS CAC03J 
LOAD IKGR AS CACD3) 
UTILIZATION IPERCENTJ 
THROUGHPUT JGAL/RECENJ 
ID ND: Vl·6.2 


























AT 3~~ NAOH 
DILUTION WATER 
























I GAL) IMIN) 
511. s.oo 
o. 24.11 
1194. 2•. a 1 
771. 11.03 
7217. 41. 24 
co 
\.0 
DEMlNERALlZATlCN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: 130901·1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX IED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
**** VESSEL 4 PERFORMANCE•*** 
CAPACITY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CACQ3/CU FT) 
YESSEL (KGR AS CACQ3) 
LOAD (KGR AS CACD3) 
UTILIZATION (PER~ENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
JO Nil: W·l.2 


































































DEMINERALIIATIDN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: &30901•1.0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
••** VESSEL 5 PERfC"DRMANCE**** 
CAPAClTV: 
RESIN (KGR AS CAC03/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KGR AS CACD3) 
LOAD (KGR AS CAC03) 
UTILIZATION (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
10 NO: W·i.2 





7233 1 a. 
PAGE: 1 S 



















AT 3%. NAOH 
DlLUTJON WATER 








































DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION VERSION: a30901·1 .O 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BID 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSON 
•••• VESSEL 6 PER~ORMANCE•••• 
CAPACITY: 
RaSIN (KGR AS CAC03/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KGR AS CAC03] 
LOAD f KGR AS CACD3) 
UTILIZATION (PERCENT} 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
ID NO: W·i.2 
DATE: NOVl!MBER 4, 1913 
20.351 
457. 27 
'. 07 I. 47 
722440. 
PAGE: 1 6 

























Ii 1. 0 
0.4 
11. s 































DEMINERALiZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SlMULATlON VERSION: 130901•1 .0 
WEIS AND CARR SIX IED 
USER NAME; A.J.WILSDN 
**** VESSEL 1 PERFORMANCE**** 
CAPACITY: 
RESIN (KGR AS CACD3/CU FT) 
VESSEL (KGR AS CAC03) 
LOAD (KGR AS CAC03) 
UTJLJ2ATION (PERCENT) 
THROUGHPUT (GAL/REGEN) 
ID NO' W-6.2 


























AT 3'Z NADH 
DILUTION WATER 








































DEM1NERALI2AT1DN SYST~M PERFORMANCE SlMUl.ATJON VERSION: 130101•1 .0 
WEBB AND CARR SIX BED 
USER NAME: A.J.WILSDN 
•**~ DUi,UT SELECTION 
EN1ER OUTPUT iYPE 
0 COMPLETE 
1 SYSTEM DESIGN 
2 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
3 VESS!L D[SJGN 
4 VESSEL PERFORMANCE 
5 EDIT INPUT DATA 
6 • EXIT PROGRAM 
ID NO' W·l.2 




LEVEL 1.3.0 (MAY 1983) VS FORTRAN DATE: NOV 18, 1983 TI ME : 1 5 : 4 Z : 1 0 PAGE: 
REQUESTED OPTIONS 'EXECUTE): LANGLVL166J,NOTERM 












!SN 1 2 
!SN 13 
ISN 14 
!SN 1 5 
IS t~ 16 
!SN 17 
!SN 18 
















DPT(O) LANGLVL(66) NOFIPS FLAC(I) NAME(MAIN J LINECOUNT(60) CHARLEN(SOO} SOUMP 
* . * ... 1 .. ' ' ..... 2' ........ 3. . .. 4 ... ' . . . . s ......... 6 .. 
LOGICAL EC:HD,DIAG,SUBI ,COUT 
DIMENSION IVES(9,8) ,VES(9 ,32) ,MBV(2,20) ,WANI 10, IS), 
1 VT(6), IONS( 13), LLP(9) ,CAT(2) ,ANI (2), 
2 IMBV(2,5),WUNIT(J,4),TITLE(10),IONUM(4),UNAME(6), 
3 DATE(S) ,RESIN(3,2), R0(9,4} ,RVDL(9 ,4} ,DVOL (9,4), 
4 TSTEP(9,41, ISTEP(9) 






DATA IDNS/4HH+ ,4HCA++,4HMG++,4HNA+ ,4HK+ 
1 4HDH- ,4HC03:,4HHC03,4HSD4=,4HCL-
2 4HND3· ,4HSI02,4HC02 I 
DATA CAT,ANI/4HCATJ,2HON,4HANI0,2HN / 
DATA ECHO,DIAG,SUBJ/3•.TRUE./,COUT/.FALSE./ 
DAT A WUN IT ( 1 , 1) , WUN IT ( 1, 2) , WUN IT ( 1, 3), WUN IT ( 1 , 4) / 
1 4HMG/L,4H AS ,4HSUCH,4H I 
DATA WUNIT(2, 1),WUNIT(2,2),WUNIT(2,3),WUNIT(2,4)/ 
1 4HMG/L,4H AS ,4HCAC0,4H3 I 
0 AT A WUN I T ( 3 , 1 l , WUN I T I 3 , 2 J , WUN I T ( 3 , 3 J , WUN I T I 3 , 4 J / 
1 4HME0/,4HL ,4H ,4H I 
DATA RESIN( 1, 1) ,RESIN( I ,2)/4HHCR· ,4HS 
DATA RES1N(2, 1),RESIN(2,2)/4HSBR·,4HP 
DATA RESIN(3, 1),RESIN(3,2)/4HWGR·,4H2 
10 IMBsO 
I PG ::o 
PI=3. llH593 
R100=100.0 
WR J TE (NO, &00 I 
600 FORMAT(1H1,//,5X,1H•,13{3X,1H"-),//,SX,1H•,3X, 
I 'DEMINERALIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION', 
2 2X, 1H•,// ,SX, 1H•, 13(3X, 1H*) ,// ,SX, 1H•,3X, 
3 'VERSION: 130901~t.0',2!.X,1H*,//,SX,1H•, 
4 3X, ·ev: A.J.WILSON',34X, IH•,//,SX,IH*. 
S 13(3X, 1H•) ,///l 
WRITEIND,560) 
560 FDRMAT(1X,'**** ENTER PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION••~•·, 
1 //SX, 'ENTER TITLE (40 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)', 




5520 FORMAT( 1X, t5A4) 
WRITE{N0,561) 
561 FORMAT(/SX,'ENTER PROBLEM 10 NUMBER (15 CHARACTERS 
1 'MAXIMUM)',/$X,1H'?) 
READ (NJ, 520) ( IDNUM( I), I: 1, 4) 
IF(ECHD)WRITE(N0,5520)(IONUM(l),1•1,4) 
WRITE(ND,562) 
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